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THEY DON'T RUN SO MUCH TO
HOUSE AS THE McCALLS, BUT
STONE PALACES AND FRENCH
SERVANTS KEEP THEM IN THE
GAME NOT FAMOUS AS SPENDFACTS
INTIMATE
ERS SOME
ABOUT THE FAMILY.
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Steerage of the Steamer
Campania.
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Ar 70 years.
Native of New York.
Orad ualfvl in law from liar- ."..".
vard In
Appointed attorney for the Mu- 4
tual Life Insurance company in
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FILLING ALL BETWEEN DECKS
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Five Washed Overboard and
m

Drowned, Thirty Others
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RICHARD A. McCURDY.
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Huge Wave Breaks Into

4
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Are Injured.

18t;n.

Elected vice president of the if
company in 1 8t'.5.
Klecled president of the Mil- - V
tual Life In lS!u.
Is a son of the late Kobert H.
McCurdy. who was a director of
the Mutual Life.
Is worth at least $.W.non,oon.
Salary, SIjii.oimi jier year, the
laigest Insurance company salary
In the world.
Takes an active part In the
routine business of the company, it
Kxcept for occasional week- end parties, he entertains very
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New York, Oct. 14. The family of
Richard A. McCurdy, who has done
so well in the insurance business, one
of them having testified at the Insurance Investigation of family emolu- -
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ROBERT H, McCURDY.

s3

RICHARD A
New York, Oct. 14. Richard A. McCurdy. president of the Mutual, does
not look his 70 years. He Is quite as
epry as his son Kobert, general manager of Tils company.
McCurdy said that he was very
much complimented when his committee on salaries Increased his annual
stipend f.om $100,000 to $150,000. He
was worth that amount, he proclaimed; else his committee would
not have given it to him.
The president of the Mutual faces
the Investigators much as the average
man would sit on a dock, letting his!
legs- hang over to the lapping water,
Inquisitor. Hughes would propound
his question and McCurdy would deWhen he had the answer
liberate.
framed the way he wanted it, he would
reply, always the same way, quiet,
unalarmed.
Maybe McCurdy was not anxloua
t,

feeling of security
which comes from his possession of
vast wealth. He Is personally worth
not a penny less than $40,000,000, and
has enoimous holdings In scores of
industrial corporations, and his real
estate holdings are very extensive.
Mr. McCurdy Is tall, erect and In
excellent health. His flowing moustache glistens gray in the sunlight.
His daily routine Includes an hour's
journey in a palace car from Morris-town- ,
to New York. The train Is
known as the "millionaire's" special.
Mr. McCuidy drives to and from his
home In a shiny victoria, with two
men on the box. When be leaves the
train at Hoboken he talTes the ferry
at llarclay street, where a private
coupe takes him to his office. He returns on the "special" each day at 4
p. m. This he does year In and year
out, despite 'fiis 70 years.
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Hegan Ins insurance career the
same year with the Mutual Lite.
Was superintendent of the foreign department of me Mutual

i

in ISM.

Was general manager of the
company In 1903.
Is the son of Richard A. 'McCurdy, president of tlie company.
Draws an Income of $147,000
per year.
Has received hundreds
of
thousands of dollars In commissions since 1903.
Is also tiustee of the Mutual

ROBERT H. McCURDY.
menta amounting to $4,534,120.49, live
In no such pretentious style as do the
McCalls, Hydes, Alexanders, or other
Insurance dignitaries who do not receive nearly as big salaries. Richard A. McCurdy, of ' the Mutual, who gets $150,000 a year for
being president, has quiet tasVs, and
this trait of the father Is shown In
Mr.
the succeeding generation.
Is president of the New York
Life, and gets $50,000 a year less than
Mr. McCurdy, but during the past four

HAMERY WON THE TWO THOUSAND
DOLLAR VANDERB1LT CUP PRIZE

Mc-Ca- ll

Though Every Possible Precaution Had Been Taken
There Were a Few Accidents Italian and

power
entered
by A. L. Pope; Chevrolet, In a
power Flat, entered by Hollande
er & Tangemann; Werner, In a
power Mercedes, entered by C.
other prominent society and sporting
C. Dlnsmore; Hamery, In ar
men.
power Darracq, entered by the manuFive hundred men were scattered facturers; Whfte,
in a White sienna
along the route and kept a sharp car, entered by himself,
and Sartori, in
watch to prevent accidents, permit- a
power Fiat, entered by A.
ting nobody to trespass upon the road. G. Vantu-rbllt- .
Special men were stationed at the teleLong before the last car had started,
phones which had been placed at short
of the first cars had rouuled
intervals along the road. An arrange somecircuit
and pissed In frjnt of "be
ment had been made with the Long the
grand stand on the!, second ci.cuit.
Island railroad, to keep trains from 1 !iy were
ehe
u when tnet
blocking the crossing at AlberUon flashed by. io.ic!iy
Excellent speed was made
and flagmen were posted at the cross- and it Is expected
that home re?ords
ings to prevent accidents from col- will be broken.
The Itallpn and
lision. For half a mile on each side French
sej.n to be favorites and
of the finish no one except those on H Is bellcars
ilia', the rc- - l 'in ween
the official reviewing stand were al- them, ii vel
will be o.n
time in the
lowed on or near the track.
afternoon before '.he race will be finIt was shortly before half past six ished.
Heath, who won last year's race In
this morning, when the powerful
racers made ready for the big race an American car, drove a French car
The order of the starting had pre tnis year and finished second. Tracy,
viously been decided by lot and there in an American machine, was third.
was no difficulty or confusion, as each Lancia, in an Italian
car, finished
machine bore its respective number, fourth.
who led up to the
and was held in readiness to lii up time of his collision ih the eighth
for the stait wlien Its turn came. The round, protested the race. His drivstart was made from the grand stand ing the first seven rounds was most
north of Mineola. At the crack of the sensational, his time being far Inside of the mile a minute mark. The
starter's pistol at 6:30 a. m., the
power Mercedes car, entered by lapsed time of the four leaders was:
Hamery, 4 bonis, HtJ minutes and .t8
Kobert Graves, of the German team,
ami driven by .lenatzky, leaped over seconds.
Heath, 4 hours, 3! minutes and 30
the starting line and was soon lost
to sight. The spectators on the grand seconds.
Tracy. 4 hours, FS minutes and t
when
stand cheeied enthusiastically
the first machine started on Its course seconds.
and every one of the machines came
Lancia. & iiours anil 31 seconds.
in for lis share of cheering, but the
American cars received more than JOSEPH PULITZER
MARRIES MISS WEBB.
their bhare.
Sheibourne, Va., Oct. 14. Miss Fred-ericDuray, on a
power Do
Vanderbllt Webb, daughter of
entered by the French maker,
was the second to cross the line, and Dr. and Mrs. W. Seward Webb, and
he, in tu:n, was followed by Dingley, Ralph Pulitzer, a son of Joseph Pulitzer, proprietor of the New York World,
on a
enpower
tered by A. L. Pope. Then followed were married at Trinity church at
Lancia, the gTeat racer, on an Italian noon today. Uishop Hall officiated at
power, enterul the ceiemony. Joseph Pulitzer, Jr., a
Fiat car of
by Hollander & Tangemann.
Every- brother of the groom, was best man.
thing went like clock work, and there The bridesmaids were Miss Edith Pulwas not the slightest bitch in thd itzer, a sister of the groom, and Miss
starting. One after another the putt- Wauonah Wet more. Among tho ushing and snorting machines were re- ers were Phoenix Ingraham, Charles
leased by the starter's pistol, and Draper. Otway Iiyrd, Watson Webb,
sped away like miniature tornadoes. Nicholas Middle and Duncan Harris.
Alter the ceremony a wedding breakThey followed each otner In the following order: After l.anela came fast was served at Shelbourne Farms,
power Mer- the country seat of the bride's parents.
Warden in a
cedes, entered from Germany by John More than one hundred guests attended the wedding and the wedding
II. Warden;
then Wagner in an
breakfast. Most of the wedding guests
power Darracq, entered by
were taken from New York to
& Co.;
Tracy, in a
by special train and from
jiower Locomobile, entered by Dr. H.
by a special steamer to ShelK. Thomas; Nazzaro, in a
power Flat, entered by Hollander & bourne Farms and buck again after
breakfast.
Tangemann; Campbell, in a
power Mercedes, entered by S. H.
power STARVING SPANISH PEASStevens; Szisz, In a
ANTS LOOT THE TOWN
llanault, entered by Kanauit Freres;
power Christie,
C.iristie, In a
Seville, Spain. Oct. 14. Over one
entered by .lames L. Hreese; Celrino, thousand farm laborers, made desperm a
power Fiat, Entered by ate by famine, invaded the market
Hollander & Tangemann; Keene, In a place at Kcljl, forty-eigh- t
nilies from
power Mercedes, entered by Seville, today, seized thp entire stock
himself; Heath, in a 120 horse power of goods and money, destroyed the
Panhard, entered by the manufactur- market, and threw the town into a
ers. Pun hard & Lavosor; Lytle, In a panic.
Pope-Toled-

French Cars Seemed Favorites.

years he spent nearly $1,000,000 on a
summer home.
i
Richard McCurdy, his son, Robert
H. McCurdy, and other memberB
of
the family, have a sort of McCurdy
colony In the summer time at Morris
Plains, N. J., not to mention tie business colony In the magnificent offices
of the company at No. 32 Nassau
street, this city.
They keep a score or more of French
servants between them, have automo- -

biles and fashionable outfits, but they
are not famous as "spenders," and
they entertain very little and live in
quiet comfort.
The elder McCurdy, some time ago,
purchased at swell Morrlstown, a winter home. This is a stone structure
of rather imposing lines, surrounded
by fifty a' vs of beautiful parks, but
tlie;D Is nothing about It ios nuggest an
expenditure.
enormous
The town
bouse of the McCurdys is at No. 35
Fifth avenue, and It, too, snows the
predominating modesty.
Ktphard Aldrich McCurdy, though
70 years of age, is still the active hiad,
of the great Insurance company. He
Inh'ltedbrtb in the Mutual from
his father; who was for many years
a director in the concern. Mr. McCurdy, it Is understood, ha always
planned that his son, now general
manager of the Mutual, with an income of $140,000 a year, would follow
him as president.
In this connection
It has been recalled that while on
the witness stand the younger McCurdy called upon- - another employe

LAST DAY OF

HOW THE COTTON

com pany.
4 Is a director of the Astor Na
4 tlonal bank, Windsor Trust com
pany and of the Casualty com
pany of North America.
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SOME INCIDENTS OF
THE MEMORABLE DAY.
New York. Oct. 14. In the international automobile race for the Vander-bil- t
cup on the Mineola, L. I., course,
Jenatzy, in Kobert Graves' German
power car was the first off,
followed by others at one minute in120-hors- e

The course is 28.3 miles
tervals.
around and is to be covered ten times,
making the total distance 2S3 miles.
Koxhall Keene ran into a telegraph
pole near Uullshead. He broke a
wheel but was unhuit.
Lancia, 1n an Italian car,
power, got away as No. 4, and was
far ahead at the end of the seventh
round, making 198.1 miles in 1UU minutes and I- - seconds. Lancia collided
with Christine. He got back in the
race, however, and no one was hurt
in the collision.
e

In

The Very Latest News.

the collision between Ijincla's
lat-

and Christie's car, the cur of the
complete somersault..
Christie's machinist had a rib broken.
Christie's right leg was fractured.

ter turned a
,

FULL PARTICULARS GIVEN
OF THE GREAT EVENT.
New York, Oct. 14. The second international automobile race for the
William K. Vanderbllt, Jr., cup is inn
today over the famous Nassau circuit
on Long Island.
For many weeks
everything baa been prepared for the
great event, and when the first car
started over the circuit this morning,
every expert in automobile racing admitted that the arrangements we:e as
nearly perfect as they could be made
nder existing conditions, and that
everything had been done, to eliminate, as much as possible, tho danger
of serious accidents. The twenty-nin- e
miles of road over which the racers
were to speed, bad been put In the
test condition and thoroughly oiled,
to prevent the stirring up of dust, in
Itself one of the greatest dangers In
race.
Notwithstanding the early hour at
which the start was made, many thousands of people of all classes were distribute,! along the course. The grand
stand, which occupied a site on the
rise of tho hill on the Jericho turnpike, Las: Williston, was filled with
about !! en hundred racing enthus-- .
iasts, including W. K. Vanderbllt. Jr.,
the donor of the cup; Alfred Gwynne
C. Young, ClarYanderlill'. Alexander
W. J. P. Moore,
ence Ony Dinsm.-re-.
Mia.
Clarence Mackay, James L.
Hresss, Arthur O. Hoffman. Charles J.
W. Oou'.d
Olldden, O. H. P.
lSroiaw. Harry Payne Whitney, Howard Oould, Adriaa Isuliu and many
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SITUATION NOW IS

Attendance Will Aggregate Nearly Two Millions Less
Two and Half Millions
Acreage and 8 Per Cent.
of People.
Poorer.
WILL

DECLARE

THIRTY

PtR

CENT

MUCH DANGER

OF EARLY

FROST

Portland, Ore., Oct. 14 Today is
New York.Oct. 14.-- In
their weekly
"'officers' and stockholders' day" at the
Miller
situation,
cotton
on
tho
letter
Lewis and Clark centennial exposition. It is also the last of the expo- & Co. say: While admitting that
sition period. It is probable that the
total attendance at the fair will exceed 2.500,000. President Goode has
announced that the stockholders will
receive a dividend of over 30 per cent.
This is a better record, It Is said, than
was ever made by any other exposition in the world.
NEW YORK GfcTS THE

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
New York, Oct. 14. An enormous
crowd of base bull enthusiasts attended the l.aK- ball yn:" icmay, which
.ihould the New Y"rl; Nationals win,
aif tl.em the cliiiiiipionsliip nv r
the l'hl.adelphia Americans. The batteries were as follows:
New York:
Matt hew son, pitcher,
and Hresnaban, catcher.
Philadelphia:
Iiender, pitcher, and
Powers, catcher.
K
E
II
Final score:
New York

Philadelphia

2

5

o
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PORTLAND FAIR

120-hors-

Hamery, driver
power French machine,
of an
won the automobile race for the Van- derhllt cun at Lone Island today. His
elapsed time was 4 hours. 30 minutes
and 8 seconds. Hamery covered the
183 miles of the course in 276 minutes
and eight seconds.
New York, Oct. 14.

'v

Age 4ti years.
Horn in New Yoik city.
Graduated Horn Harvard In the

McCURDY.
because of the

CANADIAN TICKET AGENTS
HOLD MEETI U IN MAINE.
Portland, Me., Oct. 14 The annual

convention of the Canadian Ticket
Agents' association opened here this
morning for a six days' session. At
the oenlng session the members were
welcomed by the mayor of the city,
and several local members of the fraternity. Several prominent railroad officials also delivered short addiesses.
The members arrived here last night
on a special train from Montreal and
will return over the same route after
the adjournment of thev convention.
An e'aborate program for the entertainment of the visiting nuiubeis has
beon prepared.
RUSSIAN EMPEROR ASKS
US ATTEND HAGUE MEETING
Washington, D. C, Oct. 14. The

STEWARDESS

New York, Oct. 14. Five steerage
passengers on the Campania were carried overboard by a great wave that,
swept over the ship last Wednesday.
None of thorn were rescued.
About
thirty other steerage passengers were
injured, some of them seriously. TlTe
Campania was ploughing along under
full headway In a heavy quartering
tea, but the weather was not unpleas-nn- t
and the steerage deck was covered
with merrymakers, when suddenly
siilp lurched to port and scooped
up an enormous sea.
The wave swept clear across the
steerage deck, completely filling the
fspace between that deck and the deck
above. So great was the force of th
water that a door in the rail waa
broken and through the opening at
1
least five helpless victims were swept
to death. Others were dashed against
the rails and other obstructions. Passengers on the upper deckB saved
themselves, while the water dashed
around them, by clinging to support.
John Uraham, of Milwaukee, was
one of the passengers lost. The other
were two Irish girls, a Danish boy
and a man of unknown nationality.
Miss Cotes,
the. stewardess, nd a
of the Mutual to prompt him, When deck steward, heroically saved
the
he was asked what the total assets of lives of several children who were being washed toward the opening In the
the Mutual amounted to.
The McCurdy
Insurance oligarchy rail.
Agnes Carlsen, a young Swedish
also Includes L. A. Thebaud, who married a daughter of Richard C. Mc- woman, who suffered a fracture of
A.Curdy; C.
Gillette, a cousin, con- both thighs and also Internal In
nected with t'ne Texas agency; Ellis juries, died In the ship's hospital an
.1. Moore, a brother Inlaw of the
nour before the Campania was docked
and P. Stuyvesant Pillot, a today.
.
brother-in-lawcousin to a
Mr. Thebaud has made a great success in tho business since the elder PRESIDENT GREER
comMr. McCurdy took him in.
SADLY MISTAKEN
missions amount to $147,000, which Is
nearly three times the salary of the
In the Interview of President W. H.
president of the United States. TheGreer of the fair association. In th
baud lives In fine s(yle at Morrls-twwtiilleite's income has been Morning Journal, that gentleman is
around $75,0(K) a year. Moore gets entirely wrong when he states that the
executive committee,, by Its action
$12.0(10 and Flllot $15,000.
One of the things the Insurance In- of Thursday night,' had Telleved film
all responsibility
vestigation has put on recoid Is that and the seeretary-othe "Big Three" Insurance companies of devising means for meeting the ds-something resem- nctt of the fair association. The spe
have established
The cial committee chosen by the execubling commercial dynasties.
president sits on the throne and his tive committee, of which D. A. Mae- pherson was chairman, was selected
son Inherits It.
for the purpose of auditing toe mo-counts and examining Into tbe management of the fair for this year, an
to make Its report to the executive)
THE GREATEST
committee, which It did, and whe
was done rts labors were ended.
OF ALL ACTOR this
It Is difficult to understand how president Greer could state that the president and secretary no longer have any
responsibility in arranging to meet tb
Sir Henry Irvin Died Last deficit, as this matter baa never been
taken out of their hands, and It in
surely np to them to do everything in
Night, Without
their power to see that the Indebtedness of the association Is paid as soon
Warning.
as possible. At the meeting Thursday night the president and secretary
were both asked If they had any
IN TWO CONTINENTS scheme to offer whereby
MOURNED
the deficit
could be met, but neither offered any
suggestion. In fact, the president parNew York, Oct. 14. To actors, man- ticularly appeared very Indifferent.
agers and tbeater-golnpeople, the
FIRST NATIONAL ELECTION
news of the death of Sir Henry IrHELD IN RUSSIA.
vin from a sudden attack of syncope,
St. Petersburg, Oct. 14. This Is the
after playing "Becket" at Bradfoid, day on which the first election for
England, last night, came as an over- members of the new National Assemwhelming blow. Many declared the bly Is being held. Comparatively litstage bail lost Its greatest friend and tle Interest Is being shown In the imthe drama one of the most niarTclous portant event, except In the largs
cities, where large crowds were gathinterpreters that ever lived.
ered around the eloctlon places. Kew
disturbances were reported and the
LAST WORDS OF PLAY
APPEAR PROPHETIC. first national election of the empire
London, Oct. 14. Seldom has the passed off far tamer than bad been
death of a public man In England expected. The result will not be
called out such universal expression known for some days to' come.
of sorrow as has followed the trag
lcally sudden demise of Sir Henry GOVERNMENT ISSUES
SUBPOENAS FOR PACKERS.
Irving at Bradford last night. His
Chicago, Oct. 14. Iportant sublast words on tho stage, as the cur
tain was rung down on the death of poenas for former officials of the
"Becket," "iDto thy hands, Oh. Iord, packing companies, said to have been
Into thy hands," wete th. last he ut consolidated Into the National Packtered, as he never spoke, after his col ing company, and for the former offlapse In the hotel where he died. Mem- icials of the latter company, were is
bers of tho company now recall that sued today by the federal court. The
will try to
Sir Henry Showed signs of exhaustion government apparently
during the week, but they did not at- show that the new packing company
tract particular attention at the time. is practically a clearing house, and by
Its organization trade, commerce and
competition thwarts the business of
ANOTHER VICTIM OF
individual packers.
pies-lilen-

t,

Is

,

g

weather conditions during September
have been unusually favorable, we are
not among those who jump to tho
hasty conclusion that a full yield Is
It must be rethereby guaranteed.
membered that there Is a great deal
of late and green cotton In the western
half of the belt, which would never
mature, should an early frost come.
The possibility of an eaily frost will,
necessarily, make the market nervous
and erratic for some time, until tho
danger point is passed. The season
in the past which bears the closest
resemblance to the present year was
that of PJU3. It Is Interesting to note
that the average of the condition reported during the five mouths from
June to October, is 74. ti this year, as
against 75.4 In 1WU3. It becomes apparent, that the average condition
this yea:- is 0.8 per cenj poorer, while
the acreage is 1,'joo.oimj less; the official estimate for l'J03 of land under
28,907,000
was
cotton cultivation
acres, against 20,!ci9,0OO this year. K.
S. Peters, late vice president of the
Southern Cotton Orowers' associtlon,
has advised the farmers in Texas to
sell their cotton, expressing the belief
DOUGHERTY SCANDAL
that the crop outlook has Improved
from S!5 to 35 per cent during Sep t ember, but it lemalns
to be seen
I(l.oria j,, 0ct 14.Tlu, i)oUgherty
whether this advice will have any ef- - scanrtai haa ciaimoj another victim,
feet upon the market.
Driven to desperation and nervous
prostration by worry over the disclosARBOR DAY FOUNDER
ures compromising his bank, together
GETS A MONUMENT. with fear of disastrous ruin. Nelson
Nebraska City, Neb.. Oct. 14. The ilurnharn, a stockholder of the Peoria
monument which the Arbor Day Mem- National bank, died suddenly luut
orial ashocltion has erected in hoaor night. Ho wad 79 years old.
of J. Sterling Morton, Secretary of
Agriculture, during the last Cleveland COOK AND GARDENER OF
ENGLISHMAN ARE BOMBED
administration and founder of Arbor
Day, was unveiled today In the presWarsaw, Poland, Oct. 14. A bomb
ence of thousands of visitois from ail was thrown today at the villa of an
parts of the state. President Cleve- hnglisb manufacturer. The cook and
land made the principal address of the gardener was kiiled, wh'le tho houses
day, eulogizing Mr. Morton, who died was damaged.
The bomb throwers
three years ago. The monument Is a fled, pursued by the police.
When
sialue of Mr. Morton, mounted on a closely pressed the fugitives shot and
massive pedestal, and Is considered a killed the three officers aud then escaped.
fine work of the sculptor's art.
-
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state department made public today
an invitation from the Russian government to a second conference at
The Hague and the president's reRUSSO-JAWAR IS AT
sponse, which is a hearty acceptance JERRY SIMPSON SEEMS
LAST OFFICIALLY ENDED
TO BE NEARING THE END
of the invitation, and wt.ich directs
14. Jerry
Washington, I). C, Oct. 14 The emKas.,
Oct.
Wichita,
aMention to the fact that bis previous
irculars to the powers appear pre- Simpson shows no Improvement to- perors of Kussia and Japan today signday. He passed a restless night, suf- ed the peace treaty, thus officially
cisely In line with the Russian
ndlng the war.
fering from several choking spells.

CAPTAIN TAGGART GETS
ONLY THE OLDEST CHILD
Wooster, Ohio, Oct. 11. Judge Ea-so-

u

today decided that "TIddles," the
youngest child of the Taggarts shall
be let l in care of her mother at Wooster. The elder child may go with th
father, who is now located at Columbus barracks. Judge Kason added that
both children would remaiu under the
Jurisdiction of the court.
NATIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP

IN GOLF

New

York.

Oct.

HAS BEEN WON
14
Miss Pauline

Mackay. of the Oakley Country club,
Wateriown, Mass., won the woman's
national golf champiotibhip today, defeating Miss Margaret Curtis of the
Country dub,
Essex
Manchester,
Mass., by one up In eighteen holes.
INDIAN FIGHTER AND
EARLY STAGE DRIVER

DEAD

Kansas City, Oct. 14. Isaac Taylor,
Indian fighter, scout, stage coach driver, and one of the first men to make
a trip overland from Kansas City to
the pacific coast, diod here yesterday,
aged 84 yearn.
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Thos. F. Keleher

Boll IS.

NEW YORK
NEWS

LETTER

G. PRATT

New York. Oct. 14. Municipal administration in this county, particularly In large cities, are not famous
for their economy, and It is safe to
Bay that nobody ever suspected the
municipal government of Greater New
York to be more economical than the
government of other great American
cities. As a rule, figures showing the
extravagance of city administrations,
are more exasperating than sensational, except In some few instances.
The figures concerning the cost of
maintaining the county jail on Ludlow
street, however, are so extlaordinary,
that even the most pessimistic critic
of the administration finds it difficult
to accept them as correct. According
to the figures submitted by Sheriff
Erlanger to the board of estimate, the
cost of maintaining and conducting
Ludlow street Jail is $100,750 a
the.
year, not Including the I40,tt00 which
At
constitutes the sheriff's salary.
the present time there are only three
prisoners in the Jail, and, according to
the figures, their maintenance costs
the city over $90 a day for each prisoner. Once In a while there are a
few more prisoners in the Jail, but
their number' has not exceeded nine
for over a year. Taklnlg the maximum
figure as the average, the cost of maintaining the prison would be about $30
m day for each prisoner.
One of the
local papers has figured out that the
city could save about $45 a day toy
ending Us prisoners, each accompanied by a trusty guard, to the St.
Regis hotel, and board and lodge them
there. The prisoners and their guards
could enjoy luxurious quarters,
meals, drink champagne with
their meals and smoke fine cigars, and
of
It would cost the city only one-hawhat It costs now to keep the few
prisoners at the Ludlow street jail.

RANKIN

A. E. WALKER,

dell-clou- s

n

7

lf

trying voices for the Studio

Evening Club, Dr. H. Holbrook Curtis,
New York's leading musicians,
tliscovered a young and untrained
tenor, who is said to possess a mar- velous voice. Dr. Curtis, as well as
other experts, who have heard the
young Binger, agree that he promises
to become one of the world's greatest
singers. The young man is a Polish
Jew, named Isaac Houtman, and has
toeen earning a living for himself and
mother by peddling on the Bowery.
Mr. Charles Dillingham, manager of
Miss Fritzl Scheff, has taken the
young man under his wing, and will
fcave him educated for the operatic
tage. At Miss Scheff's suggestion, he
was given the stage name of Raphael MISS ISABEL HAGNER. CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY TO MRS. ROOSE-VELHAS ALREADY PLANNED THE COMING SEASON AT THE
Caruske, a combination of Caruso anu
De Reszke. During the present seaPRESIDENTIAL MANSION.
son he will sing In the chorus of the
"Mile. Modiste" company to get some
stage training, and at the end of the
season he will be intrusted to some
great master to be prepared for the
operatic stage.

.one of

SHE RUNS

WHITE

HOUSE

The postal authoiiiles are looking
for a man who signs himself J. k. a
Smith, and who seems to be a man of
original ideas. He offers himself as
the matrimonial prize in a lottery,
which is to cost each of the players
$5.00. The one who guesses a certain
number, which, he says, he has put
in eschow, draws Smith as a husband.
Thobt who fail to w in the capital prize
each get $5.00 worth of stock in a com
pauy which is to be formed to "exploit
a valuable proposition." The contest
closes on October ifith, and aspirants
who do not inclose $5.00 will receive
no consideration. Smith also offers a
prize of $100 to tbe newspaper which
is most often mentioned in his applications and another prize of $loo to
the paper in which his future wife
first saw the proposition. The prosa-Ica- l
pos-ta-

l

authorities

SOCIAL AFFAIRS

I

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

N. T. Arraijo Building.

17,

City Market
John W. Abbott, Prop.

1

09 North Second St.

II

bW$FzZi

W

Mi- -

m

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IV THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

7i

Montetima Trust

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.

Albuquerque,

ATl'ORNKI-AT-LA-

Capital and Surplus

Prompt atten:ion riven to all
bublnens pertaining to the profeaston.
Will practice tn ait conrta of the territory and before the United Btate laM
N.

M.

Drayin

ira

M. Bond.
V

32

ATTOK.NKf-AT-L.AV-

street,

N.

ia c Pe alona. lands,
patents, copyright, eavlRta, letter
trade mark, clalma.
W., Washington,

Interest Allowed on

pat-ent-

fl. W. O. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
I
N. it. Office. Flrai. national Bank build- ATTORN

K

T-LAW.

"V

In.

THE

BANK

OF

,

Walling-ford-

engineering, surveying and
211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

Civil

SOLOMON

J.

BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

FREIGHTS

A. M. BLACKWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

5. f.

t

i

MISS ISAU KL HAGNER.

Washington, I). C, Oct. 1 1. A beau-- I
tiful and talented young woman Is
Miss Isabel Hagner.
Miss Hagner is t'ue confidential
friend of Mrs. Roosevelt. She is ,ln
fact, the power behind the social
throne of the Roosevelt administration.
This Is noing to be by far the most
brilliant of the Roosevelt social sear
sons, ami on Miss Hagner's ability
to see that everything Is done properly, Mrs, Roosevelt, as hostess, depends.
Mitis Hagner, with the aid of sec- -

I

'

I

retaries, l3 busy planning out the
whole season.
Of course, there is a story connected
with Miss I l:ign
it's pathetic.
She is the dam;ater of one of the
most prominent physicians of Wash-- '
lugton,
ho. in the autumn of his
life, lost a iortuni! by uutortunate In
vestments. ui,d iiien became a hopeless Invalid.
And so it is now, that pretty Isabel,
blessed with a mind that Is able (j
"do," has lisen from the petted child
of fortune to be the comfort and support of her futhvr and small brothers,
and the chei isiied comoat) on of till)
"first lainly in the Ian I.'

California

$25

rSlds

Second Class Colonist Rates
Sept,

15 to Oct. 31

Stojiovera allowed in
For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ.
Agent.
J J. BYRNE,
l. P. A., Ix)8 Angeles, Cal.
Call-forni-

txxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

.V. .

.

vice 'prls

cwTwSr

f'SSZ
N

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

SESSION.

&

1500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National Bank

Pres.
ave-

OF ALBUQUERQUE

ASSAYERS.
CORBET A COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East aide of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

riitiittrirTTiiiK
f

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

--

I11

IS.!

X

NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

of-

0

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1008., Tlz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, townsoip 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chlllll. N. M.:
Jose Mora, of Chlllll, N. to.: Alejan
dro Ronquillo, of Chlllll, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clillll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
THE

0

0

1905.

PAY

0

i

25,

ThA

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
ROr McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

?!lndrLf'lLrnJ)ing

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.line of bath room fixAuto. 'Phone. 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.

oooooooo04
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0

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B.

ESTABLISHED

412

X

X-

-

X

KILLthe
and

X

X

X

X

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.
See the Light Man
FOURTH

AND

COLD

AVE.

ocoocoocooocooooococoooc
Eauaaaiasaaaa

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

OLDS

711.

JOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXJOOCXX.

265.
X X

Pries

SANTA

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

H

FE,

N. M.

YEAR BEGINS

SEPT.

i,

'05

Free Trial.

t
and Uuickest Cure for nil
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, orXONEl BACK.
biu-ee-

t,aMHaawaaaauBBaBajBtasl

0

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first clasa.
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in glv-ln- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
with responsible competition.

PLAN-

0cl$1.00

1878

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

cough

0NSUMPTI0N

0

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest

CURE the LUNGS

OUGHSand

0

RUTNE Y

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.
X

0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black
X

0

WHOLESALE GROCER

effect, while strong people say they
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
all druggists.
THE ALBUQUERQUE

0

0

& Heating Co.

HIGHEST

Hewitt's Little Early Risers. These
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladies
and weak people enjoy their cleansing

GO TO

.$100,000.00
.$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since
the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we
should Ilka
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

WILLING HELPERS
What' the use of a helper It
he Isn't .willing? Willingness Is
a' an ample mantle which will al- a' most cover all the sins of serv- - t
Ice. But a classified advertise- - 4
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a
' willing helper
that Is not only
sT absoultely
competent, but also Is V
a willing worker. It works all V
time for you. It Is the best V
fS the
and most economical publicity In
C
f the world.

.

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

B

SANTA FE RAILWAY

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

For particulars call or address

Albuquerque Transfer Men

$25

LL

BANK

y

A. W. HA YD EN

H

&

v::.v.v.v.-.:-..-.".v.v.-

x x x x x x x x x x x

xrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

O. E. CRC

Officers and Directors
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE

0ce

You have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't tio gougln'.
By the

President'

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Canner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All diseases
treated. Offlice Barnett building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 8.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods.
at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewaiting, English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Library building, East Railroad
nue.

LUNA,

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

5. S. RAMSAY,
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.

EVERY PROPER ACCc
ACCOUNTS,

""JCKLER. V. P. and Cashier? W. J.Johnson. A..,
wm. mciNiuan
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORrc a
C.

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnlshf-d- ;
Job work sollcted. Automatic
'phone 124: shop 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.

EVENING

M

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W- -

drafting.

ALBUOUEfl

$150,000.00

Barnett building,
M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

D. F. MACROLLING,

OF

new
swiwia
CAPITAL,

,
rooms
Albuquerque, N.

ing.
DAY AND

COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

v

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILlTU

E. W. Dobson.
.Office
Crom
block. Ainu lerque. N. M.
John H. 8tingia.
ATTORNET-AT-LABulte 1, N. T.
Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

well

ARCHITECTS.

Savins Depo::

7

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. - We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

Shippin

$100,000

nftiee

ING MILL

Movin

Co

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

made

A Pleasure to All.
No Pill Is as pleasant and positive as

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

gyZ

Appointment

CASH
PRICE
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

Meats, Butter and Eggs

1

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Out cf the city until October 24, or
later
tdmund J. Alger, D, D. 8.
No. 3(
Railroad avenue
Office boura
:S0 a. m. to U:M p. tn.; 1:30 p. m. to I

I

(

14,, 1905.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DENTISTS.

p. m. Telephone 462.
ojr mail.

OCT.

CARDS

Don-aclan- o

Only th Boat

do not" appre-

ciate the originality of the scheme
and are of the opinion mat Smith has
violated the postal laws and is liable
lor fraud.
The wave of crime wnich swept
over the city a few weeks ago has by
no means receded and the number of
crimes against the person and property in all parts of (lieater New York
appalling. Burglars, in
is perfi-etlparticular, have become so bold and
fearless that the citizens are becomMany Inhabitants of
ing desperate.
certain sections of that city, much visited by burglars, have armed them- selves to protect themselves and their
property against burglars ami thugs,
as they are unable to get adequate
piotection. Commissioner
says that Ihe number of policemen and detectives in Hicater New
York Is insutlU ient, but skeptical citizens are inclined to believe that It is
not at all a question of numbers. If
Inability to discover an. apprehend
evil doers is a proof of tae incapability of the jMilice force, the police force
of New York displays, undeniably, the
most astounding lack of ability. Snme
critics of the administration are of the
opinion that the police force is nn- -

CO.

N

.

W2iile

CO.

Staple and Fancy

.

SATURDAY,

PROFESSIONAL

Meat Market

Ton

OfDoUl

IMPEACH &C0.

clares that never In the history of the
REAL ESTATE DEALER 8
world were scrappers so deadly and
so clever In accuracy and power of Automatic 'phone, 535. OfTlce, 208V4
'
punching as now.
West Oold Avenue.
Itrtttling Nelson's troubles on the
coast did not end after ho had put
THIRD STREET
ProbaMy the largest bottle of'mlxed the favorite son to sleep. Nelson has
drinks ever concocted Is on Its way been forced to sue the men who took '
to President Zelaya. of Nicaragua, In tile pictures of the fight for $5,000,
exrecognition of certain couitesles
which was to be the winner's share
interest In the moving Alt Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
tended to a number of prominent men a
who liave obtained valuable railroad, pictures.
'
Steam Sausage Factory,
Horsemen have finally come to the
mining and other concessions in NicEMIS KLEINWORT,
aragua. The bottle Is three feet high conclusion that shorter races are necand has seven compartments, extend- essary on the trotting turf. From Masonic Building, North Third Street.
ing from the top of the bottle to the present indications it would appear,.
bottom. Kach compartment has Its that all of the races next season, on
B. A. SLEY8TER
Individual cork and contains respect- the grand circuit, will be two in three
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTAT- Eively elftrct, 1'ennsylvanla rye, Ken- - instead of three in five.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
department
punting
at
The
Prince
uicKv
Dournon,
yellow cnartreuse,
Scotch whiskey, crcmo de menthe and ton is undergoing needed repairs, Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Tigers
developed
far
have
Thus
creme Yvette. The bottle was made
the
Automatic Telephone, 174.
to older bv the Pittsburg Plate Class a mediocre set of kickers.
company, and cost $100, not lucluding
Willie Lewis, the New York boxer.
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
will fight as a welterweight hereafter.
the contents.
He says there is no chiyice for him
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
to get a match In the lightweight di
vision, and he will move up one class
113
W. Railroad Avenue.
and go after the championship. His
first bout will lie with Joe Walrott,
before the Detroit. Athletic club, at a
PIONEER BAKERY
date yet to be fixed.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
An Interesting legal point has been
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
raised by Jack Costigan, a fighter of
the mixed ale variety. Costlgan and WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarOne of the dilvers in the Vander- - Al Kelley boxed a limited number of
It rounds for points at Westville, Conn. antee first class baking.
bllt auto races Is named Sclsz.
Suddenly
Kelley's
right
shot upward 207 S. First Street.
sounds as though he were In a hurry.
Albuquerque.
Jlniniie Iirltt wlies from the west and landed on C'Ostigan's chin, laying
away
him
for the count. Since that
for his New York representative to
fix up a six round go with Nelson," moment, Costigan avers, he has been
partly
paralyzed,
antT at one time It PAINTS. OILS,
to take place at Philadelphia.
It's
VARNISHES AND
hardly likely that the psychological was thought that he would die from
BRUSHES,
of
the blow. He has sued
moment for a six rounii bout with the effects
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Nelson has got here, llrltt will be Kelley for $5,000 damages.
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. PalR.
Keene has decided not to metto
Jas.
lucky If he pets cnother chance InRoof Paint; lasts five years and
retire his great race horse Sysonby, stops leaks.
side six months.
Cash paid for Hides and
Harney C'evluss sivs 'omeons ins but will again race him upon the Met- Pelts.
offered $10,000 for' Hans Wagner. ropolitan tracks ln'l!nfi.
Twenty yeais ago Henry V. Lucas K)9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Not for $20,000," replied the pirate
sought to promote a rival base ball
chief.
Established In 1882
league called the Union Base Ball asA bil'inrd match of international
in
terest i the cocing co:rest in F:an?o sociation in St. Louis. After spending
&
between Jake Schaefer and Willie his fortune, the association went to fm
Hoppe, the boy wonder. The mafh pieces. Last week Lucas was appoint- Sole agents
Goods
Casino
for
Canned
Inspector
ed
in the street department
probably will take place late this
of St. Louis at 805 a month. Lucas
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
i
month.
'I here's a tempes: 'n iht
ha? ball Is a descendant of one of the oldest boden's Granite Flour.
teaiiut out .vest. Ai'tMpt is heiEt: and wealthiest families in St. Louis.
There is a possibility that a race
inn.Ie in the Western Association to
drop Denver and iVet'O ca
c nut meet may be held at Libertyvile, near
Chicago,
after all. Condon and Cella
of the railroad mileage wasted In get
considering a short meet without
Groceries
ting to them. Denver fans are greatly are
any
betting, in order not to disappoint
t
exei.'id.
.
If ihe ChiiBio WhirSox do irv the horsemen who shipped there.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
after season playing, it in all probEarth.
to Get Rich
ability will be with the Cleveland Na- downs, duePlans
or constipa- Orders Solicited.
poleonsthat is, if the Naps can mus- tion. Brace toup dyspepsia
Free Delivery.
take Dr. King's
ter enough players without resortln-- New Life Pills. and
They
out
take
the
214 South Second Street.
to the hospital.
materials that are clogging your enIn the opinion of Tim Murnane, Con- ergies,
give you a new start. Cure
and
nie Mark is the "ablest and most dip- headache and dizziness, too. At all
&
lomatic manager in base ball." Aren't drug stores; 25c, guaranteed,
all winning managers able and diplo- are often
by sudden break- - FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
frustrated
matic, as well as a few other tilings
LOANS
of the same sort?
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
Automatic phone 451.
From Willard, N. M., Sept. 27, three
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
SPORT TERM ILLUSTRATED
horses of the following description:
Bay horse branded RL-on left hip. CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Bay horse, branded N on left hip.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Black horse, branded N on left hip.
Wholesale and Retail
A liberal reward will be paid for
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
the return of the animals to Ubalo T.
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Sanchez. Los Lunas, N. M.
602 South First Street Both Phones
New Cure for Cancer.
AH surface cancers are now known
to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
riRE
Salve. Jaa. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
INSURANCE.
writes:
"I 'nad a cancer on my lip
Secretary Mutual Building
for years, that seemed incurable, till tion. Office at J. C Baldrldge'sAssocia
Lum
Busklen'g Arnica Salve healed It, and ber yard.
now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cuie for cuts and burns. 25o at all
TOT I A GRADI
druggists.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
Grain and Fuel.
years. No appetite, and what I did eat Fine
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
distressed me terribly.
Burdock's
"An Odds-OFavorite."
and Cigars. Place your orders for
Blood Bitters cured me." J. H. Walthis line Vith us.
F. H. Curtis, formerly of the Un- ker, Sunbury, Ohio.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
iversity of Texas, will have complete
charge of the University of PennsylThe Pantatorium.
Ciothes cleaned, pressed and dyed. The Fuehr Undertaking Company
vania wrestling team which will compete this winter In dual wrestling All clothes called for and delivered.
206 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
meets witn many eastern colleges.
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
Parson Davles is of the opinion that 721. Q. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Jeffries could have disposed of John
Oav or Night
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a Beth 'Phones.
L. Sullivan In five rounds when the
"mighty John L." was in the zenith gas. rang.
of his prowess. "As a matter of fact,"
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EVsays the Parson, "Bob Fitzsimmons ERY
REDUCED PRICES
j
DAY AT MALOY'8.
'
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

Weakly ky

Citizen Publishing Company
a

would have had a rattling easy time
with the honored John L., despite belief to the contrary." The Parson de-

merlcally adequate and clever enough,
but Is compelled by orders fiom above
to devote so much time and effort to
the persecution of trlvlnl offenders
guilty of minor misdemeanors, that
they have neither enough time nor energy left to cope with the real
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION

THE COMING METROPOLIS
Of the Great

Southwest.

A

New Mexico City That

OF THE

Fitfst National Bank

Is

Brim Full of Enterprise and

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Thrift.

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS,

la growing faster in proportion to population and property valuation, (January 1, 1906).
and manufacturing
or tetrltory In the Union, and the center of Its commercial, Industrial

New Mexico

than
ac-

any other state
tivity la Albuquerque.
Five years ago when the last census was taken, Albuquerque had a population of 8,649. It now has
attending the public schools
?ive years from now It will have 40,000. live hundred more children are
'
this year than last.
Albuquerque Is a city of substantial realities and It Is doubtful if any other community at present present's
Addisuch a favorable opportunity for conservative Investment. Beautiful B0 foot residence lots in the Eastern
10
paying
by
down, and the .balance In
tion on the Highlands can be bought today for from $100. $150 to 200,
Installments of only f 1 per week. This addition- Is owned entirely by the Surety Investment company and sold
directly by them, eliminating all commissions and such Incidental expenses; they also give an absolute perfect
abstract of title with every deed. The facts are, It is simply one grand opportunity for a poor man to invest a
givportion of his earnings safe and profitably, and In case'of his demise we protect his heirs against loss by
ing a clear title to the property, without further payments, providing his installments are not delinquent.
printed
Write to or call at the office of the Surety Investment company. 110 South Second street, for a
Flour-noW.
M.
president;
Luna,
vice
Solomon
president;
V.
H.
Greer,
property.
plat. No trouble to sh6w the
manager.
secretary; D. K. B. Sellers,
15,-00-

zxxxzzxzzzxzzzxzx

AUGUST 25, 1905

RESOURCES
-

Loans and Discounts,

LIABILITIES

-

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,

38,509.00

Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

285,030.28
200,000.00

.

2,470,928.21

United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange,

1,340,015.50

Total,

1,663,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958:49

Depository of the

A. T. & S. F.

$2,955,958.49

Railway System

lace, are by far too pretty and be-- ;
coming to certain styles of beauty to
be neglected.
MOST
In spite of the rage for colors this
H season, the all black hat will still be
H
One Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
most stylish, and the wh'.te hat
LETTERMM the
M FASHION
also seems to some In for a share of
proper
Te
Is
classtf
katloa Ut for this calama mast be la the office before J o'clock
sr
From Josh Wise.
this distinction, although a goiul many
p. au Ads p hosts receive the unt careful attcattoa that la glvea to ad broaght la alike.
a
of
touch
will
have
white
of the
hats
White and
gold to relieve
them.
WANTED
seen in
FOR SALE
combinations are bIbo
black
t
'
New York, Oct. 14. It Is rather manyvpretty models.
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at FORSALE Good horseandsaddle.
early in the season yet to talk about
The Citizen ottlce.
Inquire al 213 South Broadway.
large black model U to ,)e had
furs, but In spite of that fact, women In The
smooth felt, soft beaver, stiff
WANTED
Three painters, highest FOR SALE Four hole range, cheap.
are already taking an Interest in the silkvelvet,
wages. C. A. Hudson- beaver, and there are also TJ few
No. 30!) North Fourth street.
A farm is a :arge piece
early advance display of the furriers models
satin covered hats, although
1'omiiou as clerk or book- - F7JII SALE Furniture,
practically
uv land th't's been seweat WANTED
which la a sort of prelude to what is thl styleof of hat Is confined more to
keeper. Address, S. M., thia otllce.
new. of
house. Will also
on.
to come when the really cold weather the white hats. Heaver and velvet are
WANTED
Girl to assist with cook
rent house. 203 North Edith street. Q
sets in. However, just at the present the most fashionable, as usual, and are
ing and housework. 315 South Third FOR SALE
brick house,
time the most attention is being paid trimmed with plumes. The hats of
street.
n
neck pieces, to be
corner of Marquette avenue and
to the
shape
Brewery & Ice Co.
in
are
distinctive
season
the
this
Fifth street; modern; $3,200. E. H.
worn when it Is too cool to go without of the crown, which Is either a high,
WANTED Plain sewing; childrena'
519 West
A HOME INDUSTRY.
No.
specialty.
anything to protect the neck, with its
&
Co.
clothing
Dunbar
a
top crown, or the lower crown
thin, transparent collar, and yet too flat
Railroad avenue.
house
FOR
SALE Two-rooslightly conical but round top form,
Auto. Phone, No. 92.
Colo. Phono, Black, No. 93.
Tor
warm to wear the heavier fur neck of
general
A
woman
High
WANTED
street In Highlands; lots
is one of the season's novelties.
any
which
nreenn anil Gavnor have
if
pieces.
Dr.
'J00.
Mrs.
to
trees,
Apply
Housework.
E.
etc; lot, 52x142;
Most of the new hats have the left mnnev loft, their volutary return to
Pearce, 717 West liallroad avenue.
Dunbar i& Co.
The ruches of tulle, matching1 the side of the brim turned up sharply,
stales must make their WANTED Ladies to bring, their hair FOR SALE Good restaurant, comhat and frock In color, which have and are built up in back to give the th
sore.
mighty
lawyers
summer,
been worn all through the
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. An
forward tilt decreed by Dame Fashion
will also be worn this fall to the thea- for the new styles.
sold at once. 120 West Silver
kinds done to order. 113 Iron aveyou need," said the doctor.
"What
ter and dinner arties. itywever, the
nue
will "is a change of air."
wearing
hats
The
of
these
boas and stoles of marabou, ostrich mean
i WANTED
Gentlemen a secoud-han'VHut I can't afford It, doctor,
LOST.
attention to the way In
and coque feathers are more suitable which careful
clothing. No. 615 South First street, LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A
money.
Amenough
as
dressed,
and
is
the
hair
haven't
varfor wear In cool weather, and the
and
oi
address
tne
Send
of
you
viaduct.
air
south
need
Io not take the same amount
"Humrrh then
large, black horse; bears collar mark;
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
iety and beauty of these neck pieces ericans
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
of trouble in this respect as their change Just as much."
return to Indian school and receive
shown this year is incomparable. French
some
in
Chicago
By
wholesale
results
sisters,
passenger
WANTED
the
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
reward.
any
woman
The:e is no reason why
Tom's a Trifler.
cases promise to be food for thought
and mall order house, assistant LOST A sterling silver,
of the World
festl
should not be able to suit her taste to the student or human
the
attended
Ford
Atlas
Marv
manager (man or woman) for this
nature in the
Connections at Torrance. N M.. with the El Paso
HnntiiwMtarir
N. Y. Athletic club medal, laet night
and Ideas In a choice from among form of lovely woman with a hat upon val, Saturday night, accdmpanled by
county and adjoining territory. Saland Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
to
otllce
Return
Casino.
at
the
this
the wealth of colors and deRlgns of- her head which la a failure In the way Thrm. Sexton.
ary $20 and expenses paid weekly;
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At BanU
and receive reward.
fered for her Inspection by the best of appearance even though It may be
Tom Sexton says he's going to hang ' expense money advanced.
Work
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
stores.
T.
S.
A
ueen
Jonn
LOaT
warranty
at
from
horn
nn
hia
coat's
the
hnt
a success in the matter of style, Just
No
pleasant; position permanent.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Chap-pel- l.
The dyeing process has been bo per- because she does not take the trouble McNabb's. Sequacbee (Tenn.) News.
to
Austin
wife
and
J.
Harris
Investment or experience required.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail-- "
please
fected that every fashionable shade to adapt the shape of her head, as it
Finder
will
to
Teturn
way, via Torrance, N. M.
Write at once for full particulars
"t
212
is reproduced and the shadings and were, to the shape of her hat,
Fleischer,
Yes, and if the lobster disappears
A.
Second
South
JJUtfUIl
envelope.
Your business respectfully ollcJled.
and enclose
of the chorus girl?
color combinations shhown are more
become
Btreet.
will
0
what
132
&
Cooper
Lake
Co.,
J.
Thomas
colored
with
The
black
trimmed
W.
hat
H. ANDREWS,
beautiful than ever before. Some of
ft B. GRIMSHAWl
street, Chicago, 111.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
th seta of feather accessories show plumes is not so much in evidence as
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
o
summer,
during
spring
was
Chicago
By
it
and
manufacturthe
WANTED
nn fihadn nf thA nrevalllne color
th
0
FRANK DIBERT, AssL Secy, and Treas.
ing house, person of trustworthiness on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hones,
there is one combination of
at the base of the feathers shading although light,
P.
J.
LYNG.
A.
L.
Wagons
f)
GRIMSHAW.
on
Chattels;
bright
brown
shades
of
also
local
other
and
certain
with
familiar
and somewhat
to the lighter tones and in some cases
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Trayeling Fit. and Pass. Agt 0
territory as assistant In branch of- SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RB- to white. This idea is especially ef- - and burnt orange, with a black hat,
A
GENERAL
;
high
aa
low
CE1PTS,
aa
as
OFFICES
$10.00
and
weekly.
would
charmingPerpaid
more
Is
Salary
which
than
$18
fice.
SANTA FE, N. M.
fective In the lighter and more dellmanent position. No Investment re- as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
cate colors, like Dink, lilac, blue and seem, but the blight shades of Drown
strictly
private.
One
Time:
and
experience
not
quired.
must
be
chosen.
Previous
some of the more- delicate shades of
Address, month to one year given. Goods re-- i
essential to engaging.
A beautiful model was of burnt or-yellow.
Manager Branches, Como Block, main in your possession. Our ratea
Other treatments in color are shad- - ange silk beaver, trimmed in dark
are reasonable. Call and aee as beChicago.
lnga which begin with white or the brown velvet and dark brown plumes,
fore borrowlBf .
lightest tone at the end and growing The brown must he of a rich, deep
MALE HELP WANTED.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
gradually deeper to the darkest tone tone, which harmonizes with the burnt
house",
'manufacturing"
WANTED--BSteamship tickets to and from all
Lmttar Hmmdm
in the middle, where it will lie next orange. Hardly any or tne Drignt
oftrustworthy assistant for branch
parts of the world.
to the face. Then there are the scarfs color of the hat is visible after the
perfice; $18 paid weekly; position
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
and boas which shade from a dark brim has been bound with broad brown
manent; no capital requited. Pre315 West Railroad Ave.
atrip along the center to light at the velvet and the same material folded
Advious experience not essential.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
two edees. All of these effects may high around the crown with brown
dress, Branch Manager. 325 DearOpen Evenings.
be obtained In all the fashionable plumes massed on the side and falling
born street. Chicago.
shades of gray, lilac, brown, blue, etc over and under the bat.
Wards of Pneumonia.
AGENTS WANTED.
In many cases there are muffs to
Blank Bookm
ESTEI.LE CLAIRMOUNT.
All coughs, colds and pulmonary comu st
N
imported,
VA
J
ED
T
AGENTS
match the neck pieces, and the latter
plaints that are curable are quickly
Fixing Her Lamps.
, , , ,,
new. Improved automatic gas light cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
are to be had in the form of boas,
er; marvel of the age; lights in- Clears the phlegm, draws out inflam
"Scrapton is a good fellow In some
scarfs, and stoles, both round and inC IV.ITIU CUMU- ways, but he's looking for trouble."
flat,
stantly without matches; big money- mation, and heals and soothes the af
ON
WAISTS
MIZE
maker. Special agents' price for fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
Lace, tulle and feathers are com- "He's what? What's he been do
c
Rooms
sample, 25c, postpaid. Hamburger wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
ing?"
of these
bined In the manufacture
very thin g a
Automatic Gasllghter Co., 79 Fifth pleasant to take. Sold by all drugdainty confections for milady. One
"Looking for his fountain pen."
prlntmr know
avenue, Chicago.
neck piece seen in the stores Is a long
gists.
Concerning a Certain Mule.
how to a 9 .
scarf of three bands of ostrich feathAGENTS WXNTED The O. K.
"You fellows may think the dog and
ers set together lengthwise with two
MERCHANT TAILORING
strip; best stiip on earth to
horse are smart," said the man who
bands of exquisite lace and finished
keep out dust, drafts and water.
had been down In Arkansas for two Handsome,
by round feather tails.
finishes. UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
years, "but they are as dumb as soft
A more elaborate confection intend-- )
O. BAM
AVENUE,
Agents make big money handling it.
RAILROAD
thell crabs copared to the mule. Let
Co., Marietta,
ed for evening wear Is an elaborate
Address, Introstile
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
me tell you, the mule is the Solomon
cape of pale blue tulle and ostricb
Ohio.
My merchant tailoring shop is UP'
of beasts.
feathers, a dainty and perishable af15
FOR RENT
Btairs over No. 20'J West Railroad ave"I was living In a little town of
fair, but very pretty and becoming
AND
about a.tniii, and, like nearly everybody FOR" RENT Hooins with boafdrsio nue, where I solicit the patronage of
to throw over the shoulders when!
South Third ftreet.
the public. All work guaranteed
else in Arkansas, I owned a mule. And,
wearing a decollette gown to the thea
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDINQ PAPER
Alwaje
as I have had fifteen years' exTwo furnished rooms
like most mules, this one had strong FOR RENT
ter or reception.
,
.
Covers more, looks best, wears
made
Suits
in
business.
boy
perience
the
The
Inquire
housekeeping.
dislikes.
at
lour
colored
pieces
light
have
likes
and
mock. Plaster, Lime, Cement.
for
neck
of
Some
the
longest,
most
full
economical,
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
who took rare of him could do anyloops and ends of velvet ribbon as
3'0 North Broadway.
.
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
thing he pleased to the beast, and FOR KENT Six room, nifHle.ni house, repaired. The specific I UBe will not
a finish instead of the feather taiR:,
garments
Ladies'
Injure
cloth.
Intro-the
protest.
a
never
Hut
foot
in
gauzo
raise
is
also
he'd
1.
gold
AND
FIRST STREET
COAL AVE.
Silver and
close In, to be let from November
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
let anybody he din't like try to handle
dueed in the making of these pretty
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
i in
me
trial.
a
Give
to
li
Innoorder.
some
was
in
the
fun
for
there
toilette,
and
and
additions to the
oom, everything
Nic
FDlt KENT
O. BAMBINI.
cent bystanders.
cases the boas or capes are made en
415 North Sec- new and pleasant
to
the
puttings
an
took
intense
of
this
dislike
frilliugs
"lie
and
tirely of
street.
ond
Necessary.
Not
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
Faith
blacksmith. I never found out why, FxJll
glittering gauze combined with lace
pes
skeptical
rooms;
and
may
as
Neatly
furnished
T
You
be
just
REN
This fad is very acceptable to the for the blacksmith always treated
and even velvet. Sets in tulle are or- R. P. MALL, Proprietor
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West simistic as you please. Kodol will
uaniented with touches of gold and woman with a waist to "make over" him kindly as kindly as he could, for
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. 0
digest what you eat whether you eat
avenue.
Railroad
strong
so
was
mule's
he'd
the
hatred
or a partly worn linen skirt.
silver.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front toe
-'
rooms, suit- - or not. You can DUt your food In a 0
The main part of the waist is plam never accept any favors from the man. FOR iTilNT Two eleuaut
An odd but expensive set i3 made
Buildings.
bowl, pour a little kouoi dyspepsia
w ife.
415
North
man
for
and
0
able
say,
a
ot
fox.
loops
was
velvet
he
He'd
let
the
And
overlapping
heavy white linen, and you can use
entirely of
Repair on Mining and M Machinery a Bpeclalty
d If preferred. Cure on It and It will digest it the
Hea
street.
Second
many
a
never'd
shades
him,
fellow
shoe
kick
through
make
an old waUt or skirt, that is part
ribbon, running
your
same
as
Foundry east side of railroad track.
It win in
siumacu.
Albuquerque, N. 1L
rooms for
of one color. There are t Iso to be'g.Kl, buying new plaid merceriz"d until he got outside the shop, and FOR RENT Furnished
Indigestion and Dy-0
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor- can't help but cure
seen in some of the shops sets of a zephyr gingham, in which red is the then he'd start to lighting.
v
and
curing
hundreds
spepsla.
Is
O
O
O
O O O O O O O O
It
ner of Sixth stnet and Railroad
Tne iiiacKsmitn wasn t a nail son
combination of fur and lace, and most predominating color, to make the
i
ana
some
some
naa
raun
thousands
j of a fellow.
He had plenty of courage
avenue.
popular being Irish lace and sable or cuffs, collar and wide bands,
didn't. Kodol win cure you if meai- Plain cashmeie, or woolen goods, Is and grit, but like the rest of us he had FOR RENT Two i heap rooms for cine can cure you, wnetner you nave
mink. These latter, however, are
cold
spot,
was
really
his
base
and
the
weak
his
pretty, combined with plaid silk,
light housekeeping.
Mrs. II. E. faith In It or not. Sold by all drug- more appropriate for the
-e- sCARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE- in both, the edges of the bands are drum. The base drum was his favoweather, and therefore properly come
JUUiierilll u, cuiuei ui iiiwauwa
uigist3
PAIRING
played
Instrument,
he
and
piped with red silU.
in the category of fura for
II'.'IIL Htniiir,
rite musical
it in the town band. How he would FOR RENT Sunny, beautifully furn-lshe- d
wear.
For AM Kinds of Piles.
Harneaa, Spring Wagons Built to
One of the supports of the cornice swell up around the chest when he
a first rlance at the hats shown in
front room, with alcove; pri- To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
the Lion store on Railroad ave- - got that base drum strung around his
Order.
YrCT)
the miianery shops for fall and early of
very pleasant for lady. cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
home;
vate
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all
winted wear leads one to ueclde tnat nue, ieu to the pavement this noon necK! Ana he certainty aid play it
315 West I:id avenue.
Fortunately,
a
sensations,
soul
feeling.
threy
were
there
HORSESHOEING
few pedes with
hos whole
He
this is to be a season of
Apartments In Park skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's
bolt RENT
which the more conservative women trlans in the locality, whereby a prob-1- Into every thump.
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
rooms
tight
terrace,
each;
View
CARRIAGE
able
PAINTING
serious
were
July
we
accident was averted.
"Well, one Fourth of
ULSl
fashion's woild hold up their hands
II. blind, bleeding. Itching and protruding
modern equipment throughout.
having a celebration In the little town
wnat
Instantly
Stops
piles.
pain
and
the
in dismay. But things are notamong
19,
room
(irant
block.
H. Tilton,
parade, Washington rifles and the
permanently. Get the genuine.
they seem in this case anu from
RENT Beautifully furnished cures
biz
fire department, drill in the grove, FOR
CARRIAGE CO.
Sold by all druggists.
the conspicuously ewentric and winprien
single
or
rooms,
suite;
front
Cor. First Street and Tljerae Road ALBUQUERQUE
Indereading of the declaration of
fcrre styles displayed in the store
wife,
family;
husband
and
vate
for
evening.
pendence,
qule
Don't Borrow Trouble.
fireworks In the
dows the seeker after modish yet
or two ladles. Address W., this
The band led the parade, and it was
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
effect will be able to find many suitright
passed
doing
all
that
until It
but the worst thing you can possibly
able hats among the new models.
mule, ridden by the colored boy who FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats borrow. Is trouble. When sick, sore,
O O
It is hard to tell which will oe the
by the o
acted as my groom. In spite of all the
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
and rooms for housekeeping. AIbo
0
most popular; the small hat which
&
QUICKEL
BOTHE,
Proprietor
Apply
piano.
Mrs.
could
dyspepsia,
do,
mule
poisons
bilious
boy
pains and
rushed
flat with
of
that blamed
was to popular all summer or the
InK.
viaduct,
end
of
K.
Norrls,
east
Brlght'a
blacksmith,
ness,
disease, and similar
wheeled suddenly
at the
large picture hat, with its sweeping
cor. Iron ave. t"ri John st.
and let fly both feet"
ternal disorders, don't sit down and 0
0
plumes, which occupied the attention
symptoms, but fly for
someyour
over
"Kill the blacksmith?" asked
FOR RENT Two large store rooms, brood
of the i'.irisian belle at the latter end
you
body.
Its use in place of common
warehouse and twelve living rooms, relief to Electric Bitters. Here
of the summer season. However, from
"No. He didn't even try to kick the
suitable for hotel purposes, with will find sure and permanent forget 0 FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
present indications, it looks as If the
coffee means health.
Hut he kicked out the
blacksmith.
large yard In rer and all neces fulness of all your troubles, and your
Biuall hat weie to be most in evidence
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest trade of
blackhead
df
drum
base
and
the
sary
that
outhouses. Everything new and body will not be burdened by a load of
lager served. Finest and beat UmporW and Domestlo Clears.
allbourh the Gainsborough and CharReason."
"There's
a
druggists.
Prke
smith had to drup out of the
modern. Mrs. Hrault, corner of debt disease. At all
lotte Corday crown hats trimmed with
50c. Guaianteed.
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
long v'umes lowers or atilffon, and
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proud world, I'm going homo.
Thou ait not my friend ,and I'm not thine.
through thy weary crowds I roam;
A river-aron the ocean brine,
Iong I've tossed like the driven foam;
ltut now, proud world, I'm going home.
Good-bye-

DESERTS BLOOM

Forest, has come to the
In the Desert
of Sahara. This appear absurd, but the day may come
nhon, by irrigation, the great waste will Income a land
of fertile farms. The work of reclamation of arid anil
drouth stricken lands by Irrigation is yet in its infancy,
and the generations to come will undoubtedly sec the
task of making fertile fields of sun blistered soil one of
auch magnitude that the present efforts will palo into
insignificance.
Through the
of storage reservoirs, large canals
or wells .pumping or tlowing, millions of acres of land
in the United States have already been reclaimed. Vast
projects for reclaiming the wastes in the far northwest
are now under way. Kivers are being diverted from their
ages-olchannels, tunnels are being driven through
mountains in order that the waters formed by melting
anows may serve the purpose of man, while the guiding
liand of the engineer is leading trickling streams across
cactus-dotteplains and the sage brush and mesquite
are retiring before the steady advance; fruits and flowers
make the desert blossom and cereals and grasses encourage the husbandman in his effort to found a home in the
once-deseplaces.
Up in the Uig Horn country, In the northwest, millions of dollars aro being spent in chiseling and blasting
stream may
a mountain of granite away, that a snow-febe diverted to the valleys where only water Is needed to
bring thousands of hardy settlers there eager to build
homes of their own. The waters that flow eastward
from the Kockies are fertilizing the arid land in eastern
Colorado and western Kansas. California, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas in fact all of the
western states and territories are reclaiming desert land
through Irrigation. So why should the scheme of Baron
Do Forest seem so absurd?
If the United States can reclaim 6,410,000 acres of
land, and is still wresting the desert from the sun and
the sand, why may not this dreamer, sage or prophet
a plan for diverting the waters of the River Niger,
streams that
the Saura, the Senegal and the snow-feflow from the Turamo mountains and wrest from the
desert its terror of sandy stretches? Why may he not
utilize the waste waters of Africa plains, just as we of
America are beginning to rea'dzethe benefits of irrigation, and reap a reward that comes to Intelligence and
industry when they labor side by side?
If Iiaron De Forest can found an empire in Sahara
by reclaiming that great desert, he will be enrolled
aomng the world's greatest benefactors, and applause for
his act will resound throughout the civilized world. His
project cannot bo dismissed with the cynic's sneer that
he does not believe it can be done. There are too many
monuments along the highway of human progress that
stand as monoliths of imperishable record to the success
of the men who had faith and who worked and wrought
and brought the world to their feet when they had
Another man, one P.aron

lo

front with a scheme of founding an empire

d

,

to Flattery's fawning face;
To Grandeur with its wise grimace;
To upstart Wealth's averted eye;
To supple Office, low and high;
To crowded halls, to court and street;
To frozen hearts, and hasting feet.
To those who go, and those who come;
Good-bye- ,
proud world! I'm going home.
Good-by-

u--

I'm going to my own hearthstone,
green hills alone;
Hosomed in
A secret nook In a pleasant iand,

'n

Whose groves tlte frolic fairies planned,
Where arches green, the livelong day.
Echo the blackbird's roundelay,
And vulgar feet have never trod,
A spot that is sacred to thought and God.

j

Oh, when I am safe In my sylvan home,
I tread on the pride of Greece and Rome;
And when I am stretched beneath the pines.
Where the evening star so holy shines, "

d

o

JAPAN BOOMING

Every commercial artery is throbbing.
After the peace treaty Japanese londs rose 2 per
cent at once in London.
Japan bought 10,000.000 more yards of cotton cloths
in August than she did the corresponding month of the
year before.
Since last April Japan has bought in the United
States $30,000,000 worth of rairoad equipment.
Japan now uses more steam turbines with electric
generators than ariy other country, except England, Germany, the United States and France.
Warships and merchant vessels captured in the war
by Japan are equivalent to an Indemnity of $40,000,000

or

HOME

$50,000,000.

The Oriental Steamship Company (Japanese) is
starting a line between Hongkong and Chile to get South
American trade.
The same steamship company is building two 12,000-tovessels for its line between Hongkong and San Francisco.
Many pew merchant vessels are building at Nagasaki.
,
'
The Japan Railway company is to spend $500,000
for three Bteamers to ply between its northern terminus
, at Aomarl and Hakodate.

n

It cost $45,000 to furnish new books to the school children of Cleveland, at the opening of the present term of
school. This money went Into the pockets of the school
book ring, one of the meanest and strongest monopolies
in this country, says an exchange. That may be true,
but it is not ciear just yet how this evil of a school book
trust can be abated. However, there is another evil, in
this connection, which can be and should be extirpated.
It is the frequent change in books used in the same
school. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are thereby
transferred from the pockets of parents to the coffers
of the school book trust companies. No book should be
adopted by a school board, which is not sufficiently up
to date, in its own department, to be good for ten years;
and having once been adopted, there should be no change
la ten years. Thfn the youngsr children of a family may
use the books bought, at high price ,for their elder
brothers and sisters. This frequency of change is a
growing and grievous evil in many places.
The Morning Journal of yesterday said: "There also a general feeling throughout the territory, among
men of all partieK, that Mr. Ilodey did not receive a
square deal, last
when the politicians euchered
him out of a renomination." It lias often been said thai
an open confession is go 'd for the soul; but it nnisi be
acknowledged that seldo mean an Instance be reached
of a paper so thoroughly eating its own word- - ami
its own acts. The Journal thoroughly approved, at the time, of what was done, if. iu,i-- i, j;
licit claim considerable credit for it. The
of the Journal have long since worn out the adage about
(he jewel.
iiie.in-iitenp:e-

The lwnus necessary to secure a beet snu
for Phoenix, Ariz., has been raised and lias bit n approv :!
and accepted by Lafayette Meyers, the representative oi
Theodore Hapke, the contractor, who will undertake to
Eastern Sugar company,
finish the work begun
near Gleinlale, a few years ago. The amount of the bonus
is f;ii.ouo, most of it consisting of money, and the rest
of it in good land at a fair market price. When Albuquerque awakens to the importance of having a beet sugar
factory here, it can lie had. and a creamery will naturally
ami necessarily follow in its wake.

Young Men's
Suits

ed for a good appointment in the
diplomatic
service. Judge
Pen-Hel-

d

Young Men's
Double
Young Men's

i
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M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

prppr

Dcst anything.
Money Luc';.

Who takes pride la her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light

O. F. O.
WHISKE V
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

114

Albuquerque,

N.

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

AT.

Automatic Phone, 199.

We have them in

all kinds and
LOW
SPECIAL
PRICES
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.
prices,

ooooocxooococooooococoooo
O.

DIXSDALE

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

J. KORBER & CO.

OOOOCOCXT)COC)OOOOOOC0300C

oooocxxxooooocoocooooooo

OOCXXOOOCXXOCXXXXDOCXXXXDO

and Steam Cleaners

FURNITURE,

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thiid street and Gold avenue, In the car.

IRON

BEDS,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADAILE & CO.

- Albuquerque, New Mexico

11'7 Gold Avenue,

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Time, Labor

and

and Money

MONUMENTS.
Second St., Both Phones.

201 211 N.

M.

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of tabor means ease. The
saving of money means eoonomy. AH
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

DRAG0IE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
auperlor. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

AMBULANCE
For

Moving

Prices In Plain Figures S3Q and Up

the Sick or Injured.
Day or Night

Prompt

Seiive

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. Phone. 75.

Automatic,

Old stove
THE McSRAIN

taken at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

147

AtElks'OperaHouse
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER

O. A. MATSON & CO.

T?4

U

Fine Stationery

Production

Scenic

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

ills

Ten
-iM)

ARTISTS

TALENTED

:)

PROF. EO. HAYWORTH'S
Celebrated
BAND and ORCHESTRA
CAR

LOAD

SCENERY
Seats on sale

OF

and

SPECIAL

EFFECTS

at MaUon'i Tuesday,

October

!

torn!

Bar

Fresh Cut Flowers.

cook

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

0. W. Strong's Sons

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Don't wait for an explosion
with gas the humane way.

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters

o

Everybody says so. vVhat? That
puts up the
the White Elephant
finest free lunch In town Saturday
nights.

U

HOUSE

O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
9RR.9
Antnm.tU

States mall;

See'the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen
Mills at the Olohe
store, then ask for those T50 wa king skirts.

'

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Boarding Horses a Specialty.

Big

Everybody says so. What? That
the Zc.ger Cate puts up the best Saturday niht lunch in town.

i

Cold Weather Meant

Sole Agents.

STAGE LINE

route; gooj rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. ui. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &.
Co., ngents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. ULOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

mm

KEEP Y0U3 HORSE COMFORTABLE!

MELINI & EAKIN

JOHN F. STOWE'S

only line with a change of stock en

West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

by-th-

.

The Happy Housewife;

THE CELEBRATED

half-starve- d

e

TT7

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

yt!!'

United

cf

The young man that Tias never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE IS DE
TERMINED TO PUSH INDICTMENTS AGAINST HIM.

Carrits tho

B

$7.50 to S20.00
$9.50 10 $20,00

Single

5 HEMF.

SPRINGS

-

Just Right

earned
the corllal cujnnendatiun of the late
Secretary Ibiy for the manner In
which he )i - administered his department during the last, eight years. He
added some to his reputation by representing the I'nited States at the
first case t d before The Hague arbitration tribunal, when the Plus fund
He is at present on
claim was
a mission to South America to Inves
tigate for the president's own Informa
tion tradi? conditions In that continent.
Judge Penlield bails from the north
ern part of Indiana, where he first
came Into prominence in too prosecution of a rim; of political grafters.

JEMEZ HOT

V-

'

The young man wants all the late
stylo kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wilder collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers
ate some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence In his fall suit.

has

EEAVER'S

u

young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
bo induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men s clothes

e

Polite Discharge.
.1. it. Youim, the tow supei intcieleut ot
the chad let
"'i' office, a inures politeness. "It is possible," lie said
nccntly, "lo be polite always. It is possibb to he polite
even when discharging a drunken coachman.
I know
that this is so, for I have seen the thing done.
friend
of mine found himself obliged to get rid of bis coachman
for drunkenness.
He summoned the mini into his presence, and discharged him with this polite speech:
"'I fear, Montgomery, that we must pan. It has
been impossible for me to avoid noticing thai several
The lid is welded down in Chicago. The closing or times during 1he pan mouth you have bt on -- er sober.
twcnty-fisaloons catering to women ami a warning giv- Now I don't bclive that any man can attend to drinking
en to one hundred otlurs has driven more than 2.1'uii properly If he has driving to do, and. therefore, at the
No woman Is allowed month's end you will be free to devote yourself excluswnmi n from Chicago this week.
to go into a room where drinks are sold without an es- ively to your chosen occupation." Philadelphia Bulletin.
cort. Altogether fifty saloon licenses have been revoked
within a few wcks. Gambling has been suppressed and Among the Smarties.
"I bay, m'deah, really, I wain a serious talk with
the one o'clock ordinance is strictly enforced. Music Is
not allowed in saloons unless there Is a restaurant at- you," exclaimed Cllolly to his young wife,
"What, so soon?" replied tho brido with a mocking
tached. I Mi ran go Democrat.
laugh. And then turning to a handsome, though rejected
When President Schurman of Cornel! says of the suitor, she shrugged her dimpled shoulders. "Whenever
"disclosures of colossal immorality in the financial Charley talks that way, I get positively worried. Ho Is
world" that the rapid accumulation of wealth in this not strong enough to think seriously."
"1 notice that you don't encourage him," replied the
country, in many instauei s lias outgrown the development of common sense he states a plain truth. In this cynical suitor. "The wonder to mo Is that you did uot
Insurance business financiers who.su reputation for hon- discover this sooner."
esty was half their capital have let their rapacity get the
"I did, Ferdy. Hut even that is much better than to
better even of their prudence. Some of them in their be lmrecl by too much seriousness."
great greed seem to have forgotten even that there is a
"Thank you," said Ferdy, with a rising Inflection.
penal code. New York World.
Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune-

1905.

Most
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Washington, D.
I laugh at the lore and the pride
C, Oct. 14. Geo.
of man,
W. Beavers, forAt the sophist schools, and the learned clan;
merly chief of the
For what are they a. I, in their high conceit,
salaries and alWhere man in the bush with God may meet?.
lowances division
in the postofllce
department,
has
been trying to
MAN WHO TRULY SHOWED
make terms with
the department of
Justice by which he might submit to
HIS LOVE EOR HIS KIND
trial on one or two counts, with the
understanding that the prosecuting of
ficials quash the other Indictments.
Thirty-ninyears ago, Dr. T. J. Barnado began mis- His overtures have been rejected by
tho department of Justice. The presi
sion work in London. He opened a ragged school in an dent's orders are explicit that no pains
unused stable in a squalid quarter. One night when the shall be spa ed to bring to book,
school closed, Jim Jarvii, a street arab asked if he might Beavers, Greene, Gaynor and Benson.
The last named has been mixed up In
remain all night In the stable. Dr. Bernardo asked:
the western land fraud cases, and his
punishment seems still remote, as
"What would your mother think?"
compared with that of the others.
"Ain't got no mother," was the reply.
"But your father7"
STILL IN WASHINGTON
"Ain't got no father."
"Where are your friends? And where do you live?" MRS. HAYS,
WIFE OF THE LATE
"Ain't got no friends. Don't live nowhere."
SECRETARY OF STATE, TO RE
He asked Jim to show him his sleeping quarters.
OPEN HER FORMER HOME.
Scaling a shed, on the roof, Dr. Barnado found eleven
Washington, D.
C
ragged boys of ages varying from 9 to 18 fast asleep in
Oct. 14 The
VCw
residence of the
the moonlight, with scarcely a rag of clothing upon them,
Jk
TL
late Sec. John
though a keen frost was In the air.
I
::4 1
'
la trt l.a
llnv
Upon this very spot he registered a silent vow to de- If v' V:
ft
Vv L
kept open by Mrs
vote his life to saving the children of the street.
Hay.
.Mrs. Hay
He was a man who truly loved his kind. Pain and
expects to con
sorrow and suffering touched him and so he gave himself
tinue to make her
to the redemption of a world that burns in summer and
home in Wash
ington, and this
freezes in winter; that sleeps In felted kennels; that
starves; that is face to face with all that du'.ls and bru- winter will probably he visited by her
daughter, Mrs. H. P. Whitney, of New
talizes and makes for crime and ignorance.
It was almost forty years ago when the man who York.
died recently came' to the parting of the ways.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Lead
One road led to a world where lights blazed and avenue
M. E. church will give a
good clothes were worn; where there was enough to eat
Progressive Tea, Thursday after
and the beds were soft and clean. Dr. T. Barnado could noon, October 19th, at the home of
have won almost any position In the gift of that world.
Mrs. W. ' H. Strong, 810 West Rail
boys road avenue.
And along the other world where
and girls with gaunt bodies and weazened faces. There
Come in and see us and be con
chilwere cripples and crooks by, the thousand-r-nobody- 's
vlnced that Zelger'B Cafe Is the place
dren.
to get a cold bottle and free Saturday
He went to those who needed him most and words nignt lunch.
are feeble in the face of his unselfish philanthrophy.
He stinted neither love nor dollars. His voice arous- OVER 80,000 ACRES
ed England, and a shower of golden guineas fell Into his
keeping and went to liberate the slaves of the greatest
ALREADY SIGNED UP
city In the world.
He built homes for waifs. Yes, homes by the score. HON. H. B. HOLT, OF LAS CRUCES,
SAYS ELEPHANT
There are more than one hundred philanthropic InstituBUTTE PRO
JECT IS ASSURED.
tions devoted to the developing of human beings that
stand as monuments to Dr. Barnado's labors.
Hon. H. B. Holt, district attorney
From an humble beginning has arisen the gigantic or- of the Third
Judicial district, arrived
ganization which enabled Dr. Barnardo, as he said, "to in the city this morning from Las
feed, clothe, educate, launch In life, and subsequently ex- Ciuces.
among the
Mr. Holt was
ercise a fatherly supervision over no fewer than 80,000 many candidates to ride the goat at
the ceremonial session of the Shriners
unwanted and destitute children."
His might, Indeed, be ealed the largest family in the today. Mr. Holt is also president of
world, and he well earned the sobriquet so often applied the Klo Grande Valley Water Users'
association, and reports that the work
to him as "the father of nobody's children."
of signing up the necessary 110,000
Dr. Barnardo died in harness.
His was the well acres of land to assure the building
rounded life, and for such as he it was written:
of tlie mammoth storage reservoir at
"Whoever shall give to drink unto one of these little Elephant Huttes, is making rapid and
ones a cup of cold water only In the name of a disciple, satisfactory pi ogress.
"To date," stated Mr. Holt, to a reverily I say unto you, he shall in no way lose his
porter for The Evening Citizen, "over
SO.uuo acres of land have been signed
up, and today a block of over 8,000
acres, owned by Frank Springer, will
be added to this. We expect that
SOME STORIES WISE
within the next thirty days the remaining ss.oito acres of land will have
been pledged, which will constitute
AND SOME OTHERWISE
the IM.oim acres that the government
requires to be pledged by New Mex9i
ico land owners to be benefited by the
Elephant llutte pioject before work
Wanted More Earthworms.
will be commenced
on the Engle
condam."
The consumption of queer foods is by no means
Attorney Holt reports, conditions
fined to savage tribes or
peoples, says
What to Eat. A few years ago the Pall Mail Gazette very prosperous throughout the
gravely reported that a group of French gourmets had silla valley and predicts that with a
good winter, next year will he1 even
tested the edible qualities of the common earthworm, more prosperous
present one.
and pronounced the creature a valuable addition to the He Is enthusiastic than the
about the Elephant
bill of fare. The report read:
llutte project and devotes every min"Fifty guests were present at the experiment.' The ute of his spare time to boosting it.
worms, apparently lobworms, were first put into vinegar,
by which process they were made to disgorge the famous
eatable mould. They were then rolled in baiter and
i
There 13 no
iut in the oven, where thVy acquired a delight I'ul golden
in-- cr
'int. and, we are assured, a most appetizing smell. After Schilling's Ik-s- t
; then? t
lb'- first plateful the fifty guests rose like one man and
nothing wrong in Schilling!
asked for more. Could anything be more convincing?"
A

14,

RtWAF.D

PENFIELD HAS MADE GOOD WITH
STATE DEPARTMENT AND WILL
GET DIPLOMATIC JOB.
Washington, D.
Oct.
14.
C,
Judge William L.
Penlield, solicitor
for the state deit
partment. Is slatv

(

8ATURDAY, OCT.

17.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?nral Botldlng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

77ie

St. Elmo

F,a8St

wuskiu

Wln8s,Brandl8s,Etfi,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Rfttlfoa

Arene

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

SATURDAY,

OCT.

14,

mii.ent
here today,

ATTORNEY FIELD SPRINGS

The court this morning announced
that It had dissolved the
Injunction Issued against Justo
.;.
ruiij i to prevent film from open-In- s
tlie vault in the treus;:-cr'- s
office
and taking possession of the records.
books, etc., contained therein.
In court
this afternoon Atto.ney.
Neil! H. Field, representing Armljo, In-- j
'd the court that he understood
: as a result of the court's ordpr,
:lving the injunction,
u.
that the
vault had been opened. Attorneys
Childers, McMillen' and Dobson. appearing as counsel for F. A. Hnl'bell,
came before the court and petitioned
that it Issue an crder allowing said
F. A. Ilubbell to peacefully ;emove
the records, etc., from the vault, on
the ground that the order of the county
commissioners only directed that possession be taken of the treasurer's office in the court house, and did not include the appropriation of the records.
The court instructed counsel to make
an order to that effect so that
It might be considered and made a
part of the record. Up to late this
afternoon no decision had been announced.
COURT WILL ADJOURN
UNTIL DECEMBER.
It Is understood that the Jury will
be discharged this afternoon, and that
court will then adjourn until the second Monday In December, when there
will be funds to the court's credit, derived from the last half of the taxes
for the present year.
On Monday next it Is expected that
the pleas of abatement which have
been filed in a number of cases and
which have heretofore been published,
will be argued by the attorneys.

ANNUAL MEETING

MASONS INVADE

k

DISSOLVED.

vci-lull-

tem-I'or.ir- y

I

"

OF EDUCATORS

THE METROPOLIS

Appointed to Business and Banqueting Will
Continue for Eight
Prepare for Visitors to
City December 26-2Days.

Committees

9.

THIS

MORNING

C.

AfterEnoojni Coats

112

;2',

172

25
119

so

121'i
143-T-

33 14

25H

l

35
37';

2TH
41

For

32
fi3

WINDOW DISPLAY
of FINE COATS
lEssHcaossasn

o o o

ii

884

104
149
144

ittiy

81c;
28ct

dc.

44c.

'

New York Money Market
New York, Oft. 14. Money on call,
nominal; no loans; prime mercantile
paper, 6 iS5, per cent. Bar silver,

per cent discount

75c Glasa Berry Sets
35o Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
91

m

"0. K."

SAYS COUSIN

.

s

biick-ikin-

i

di-t-

n

1

Steam Cereal Cookers

50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Jo:--.s-

son, new

and Winter
signs In

0

do--

4

0

And also a full line of

v

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
..

.90.ro

J
g

.

Our prices are the lowest.'

$6
25o
20

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65e
40c
1. $10.50

0

Albert Faber,

-

0

305 Raifroad Avence

v

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
ln European Hotel Res-

er

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

r

(4.--

taurant.

8. T. VANM, O. O.

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician ln New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Omce Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

5'""

President

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.
218 SOUTH SECOND ST.

,.:'

"
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ANNOUNCEMENT!

The Colorado Telephone Co.

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio In rooms
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., ami will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillborn Is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils ln drawing
and water color. Studio hours from
1:30 to 12, I to 4:3u.

Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

35-:;- s

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

;J'CT7

The only long distance transmitters
and tecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

rates.

WHERE TO DINE WELL.

SANTA
MKAI.S

time,
prices.

rE

RESTAURANT

AT A!.!.

HOURS.

Quick

service, at reasonable
The nearest place in
to Santa Fe depot. Open day
and nii'ht. Bar In connection.
LYNN. 11AVKN' HAY AM) HI.TJE
loi XT OYSTERS in any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite depot. Meal ticket, 21 meals for ?5.
Hood

Albu-ijueniu- .'

A Selling of Opera Coats.
(Jrcatest bargains ever offered ln
af'ernocin and evening coats, at the
Colden Rule Dry Goods company. See
window display.

Special sale of fine Dath Itobe
lllanki ts. Just the thing for your winter f Jar li Robe. Choice, 2 each. See
window
display at the Golden Itule
Dry Goods company.

t

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock ful i of coal that will filadden
your heart and warm your house when
it's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOK!
American Block Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Cen lllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
WOODI
Factory Wood. $3 full load. Green
Mill Wood, ?:'.2j full load.
Eureka White Lime,
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

RAILROAD

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points, go to I'aulsen's Association
Railroad ticket omce. Rallioad tickets
iMciKl.t, fold and exclianKd.
Don't let the baby suffer from ece-inaor any ItchliiK of the hkin.
Iioan's Oiiiitneiit mInch instant relief,
cures ijiilckly. Perfectly safe for
0

There Isn't Any Use
Trying to find a more accurate, careful or painstaking drug store
than ours. We study accuracy because it protects us as well as our
patrons.

B. H. ORIQQS

First St. ami Gold Ave.

A.

CO.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones,

,

chil-ilren- .

All driiRnisU sell It.

c

ma-ttr.-

0

.or the Fall

are showinj

Carpets, Rags, Matting. Linoleum, J
Curtains, Portieres and; Draperies Jj J

$9

at

We

5

Special Prices
On the Following

Provleione.

Oct. 14. CloBlng prices:
May,
Wheat Dec.,
Corn Oct., 504c; Dec.,
,912 Refrigerator
Oats Oct.,
Dc..-i8- c.
va.ro Diue rums uu gwvgi,
Pork Oct., $12.57; Jan.', $12.55.
$8 China Tea Seta
Lard Oct., $7.22ft; Jan.; $6.90.
40c China Salad Bowls
Ribs Oct., $8.574; Jan., $7.67.
Decorated Havlland China,

f

AT'SBL

B9'i
132V4

I

i !

Price

BE SURE AND SEE OUR

We

Chicago,

'

Former

prices:

Union Pacific, pfd

at

Nearly

e

I'a-so-

AY

wo will offer these elegant Coats

Blue-wate-

Whit-comh-

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESD-

Vi

re-B-

AGAIN

$75 .oo

132'4

Amalgamated Copper
84i
United States Steel, common
38
United States Steel, ifd
lOt',4
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 14. Cattle Receipts,
400; market steady;
beeves, $3. Ii5
0.35; injur to medium, $3.25&5; good
to prime, $3.5tli 5.35; cows,
LaStl?
4.55; heifers, $2&5.10;
calveB, $C
7.50; stockers and feeders, $2.2o4.20.
Sheep Receipts, 10,000; market was Offer to supply you with anything In
steady; natives, $3.305.25; year- our line, at prices that are fair and
lings, $5,104? 7.80; lambs, $ti8; west- square, and we are now making
erns, $1.05(3.90.

COMPANY

TO

1041

Closing Stock Quotations.
Closing

40

I

Mi

27

New York, Oct. 14.

-l
S-l-

35

biM

I

SPATS

!',

180'i

XV

e

I

':,
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university, and Principal Miller of rooms, and Judging from tbe aroma
the high school, to assist in the ap- - of things cooking which floated from WORK ON BLUEWATER PROJECT
WILL BE COMPLETED ACCORD- 61 Vie
pointment of these committees. This the kitchen of the temple to the lodge
committee met this morning, with the rooms Just before the hour of 12
ING TO STATEMENTS OF PARSt Louis Wool.)
result that the differed committee's o'clock arrived, this dinner was noth-werTIES INTERESTED.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 14. Wool niar
ing less than a banquet.
filled as follows:
ket steady and unchanged.
Program County Superintendent A.
The afternoon was devoted to a .
S. G. Porter, of Denver, who is one
Ross, of;ception held at the temple.
Stroup, Superintendent
r
Lead and Copper.
leading
of
of
the
members
the
Menaul school, and Miss Ethel Hickey,
The Shriners'
ceremonial session
New York, Oct. 14. Lead and copIand and Irrigation company,
will take place this evening, when
of the university. '
under way the big irri- per quiet and unchanged.
Kntertainment and Oratorical Con- - eighteen novices are destined to cross which has
project at Bluewater, on the
test Prof. R. F. Asplund, and Prof.' the burning sands of Masonry to the gation
Eat your Sunday dinner at the CoSanta Fe Pacific, was in the ctiy be- lumbus.
Crum of the university, and Miss Nan-- ; mecca of the Shrine,
The best meal in the city tor
cy Huett. of the city schools.
These candidates are as follows: tween trains last night.
twenty-fivcents.
Mr. Porter reported that he, toExcursions Professors XV. K. Pres Abran L. Piatt, Carlsbad; Herman
ton, W. B. McFarland and W. J. Oli- Bonem, J. M. Harrison and C. J. Kerr, gether with other Denver parties, was
Call at 110 West Cold avenue for
ver.
San Martial; J. W. Carter, XV. H. negotiating with the Bluewater com- embroideiy materials of all kinds.
Accommodations' and Reception at Newcomb and D. C. McMillan, Silver pany relative to taking hold of the Orders taken for hand made Cnrist-ma- s
gifts. Stamping done.
the Trains Professors C. E. Hodgin City; Thomas Hudson and Richard big pioject and putting it through.
and A. B. Stroup; Mrs. E. M. LaBar, Hudson, Deming; 11. B. Holt and V. When completed, it will irrigate about
Roast chicken, sweet potatoes, homeXV. Parker,
Las duces; R. H. Dean, 25,000 acses of arid land along the
and Misses Edith and Mabel Hunt.
Dr. W. G. Tight.
Clayton; II. F. Brock, Aden, N. M.; Santa Fe, and will be one of the lar- made chill with roast pork and cream
. Transportation
Membeishlp Dr. W. C. Tight, Su nr., I Tlnnlnl Ttliime R lntioa C. 1.? gest Irrigation projects in the south- pie, are some of the tempting things
Dynes and F. J. Holmes, of Albuquer west. The capacity of the storage on the menu for Sunday dinner at the
perintendent Clark and Prof. Ross.
reservoir, which it is proposed to Columbus hotel.
Finance Prof. F. A. Miller, Prof. que.
build at the head of the Bluewater
M. F. Angeii and Miss haute L.eavtu.
Tne banquet of the Shrine will canyon
POUND SALE.
will be 75,000 feet.
Dr. Tight and Superintendent Clark take pace ln the Elka banquet hall
The cost of the project will be be- ' One bav nonv. 6 or 7 vears old.
were appomiea
iueuiueis ui in the Elks' opera house building some
white face, also left hind foot white;
all committees.
time during the night, at' the close of tween $150,0(10 and $200,0u0, and it is ' branded
on left hip. Will be sold at
understood that there is ample cap
the ceremonial session.
the city 410111111 Wednesday morning,
The grand lodge will meet on Mon- ital lij'hind the scheme.
WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN
October 18, at 10 o clock.
day morning and Its sessions will conTHOMAS McMILI.IN.
UNION sume the whole of Monday and TuesTEMPERANCE
NEW FURNISHING STORE
City Marshal.
day, closing Tuesday night with a ban.THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CON- quet tendeied the grand lodge by
The finest lunch, regularly SaturThe Citizen this afternoon presents
VENTION IN SESSION AT LAS Temple lodge No. 2, at the Masonic to the public a well displayed adver- day night, is at the White Elephant.
temple.
tisement of Friedlierg Bros., announc Attend at about 9 to 9:30.
V.EGAS.
The grand chapter meets on Wed-- i ing
the opening of their new store of
nesday
grand commandery men's
furnishing goods. The brothers
The eighteenth annual convention will meetandon the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Thursday.
The grand have located at No. lo5 South Secof the New Mexico Woman's Chris- chapter of the Eastern Star will meet
street, (Harnett building), and on WANTED
Carpenters, ut once, by
tian Temperance union opened this on Friday. This meeting will be ond
Monday. October lti will open with a
W. llesselden.
up
bannight
on
a
wound
by
Friday
besessions
city,
the
morning in this
clean, fresh ami
line
of
In
quet tendered the grand chapter of liu's, stuns, underwear, etc. A tailor- FOR RENT Lariie front room
ing held in the Methodist Episcopal
tne Ea.-teStar by Adah chapter No. ing establishment is run ln connec. good location. $lL Suitable for two
1.1.
Optic,
October
gentlemen.
Z"
church, says the
South Broadway.'
o. the local organization, at Masonic! Mm
with the store. The Citizen beThe program was not carried out at temple.
speaks
a
new
liberal
for
trade
tne
importSARATOGA
no
CHIPS
FRESH EV- the morning session and
I he
visiting Masons registered at firm.
ERY DAY AT M ALOY'S.
ant business was transacted as wry the Masonic temple
are as follows;
few of tlu) delegates hud yet aimed.
Alien Fiench, it. S. Thompson, E.
The ollicers of the territorial union 1). Ktansell,
C. L. Snook, .lames Don-aviare as follows: President, Rev. Mary
and
Honey, Itatnn; E. A.
Frank
Mrs.
.1.
president,
iee
Borden: first
.....I itI .
f'llnw.n i.w.,.vi.,
U..vi. I'. .A ., . Mi, ia; aiiu
vice presi- X....."i.,
K. J. WebMcr; second
A. Carr,!
Pcttcrson.
L.
Trinidad;
responding
dent. Mrs. S. C. luig; di
San Man lal: XV. J. Crandall, John F.
;
.secretary, Mrs. Twppeiance
l'carce
and George li. Haugctt, Santa
Mrs.
secretary,
Pitt
recording
LIL
Fe;
John
Stein and U. W. Iloyt, Las
Wood.
Ross; treasurer, .Mrs. Ella
F.
Vegas;
P.
Kelly,
Jones
J.
J.
ami
city
out.
of
the
Those present from
Silwr City; A. W. Checsman, Willard
at the morning session were Mrs.- Baud
ami A. W. Reeves, El
Dr.
New Yoik, Oct.
Tlie first shown is a popular stylo
will be
superWilson,
Borden. Mrs. Lillian
J. C. Slack, Clayton; John W. Sulli- - worn
in
The second Is a cloth
seas-Meven
this
than
last.
ir.li i el.t of trallcliises. and .Mis. A'lU Van' 'Ia'-'an- ;
inure
William Mcintosh, Ksspat, in a lUht mode shade, with inof humanu
Morlc, superintendent
Ms
w ill
mom
During
they
winter
the
. .. rieming
lauciu:
Jones, Las Cruitial or monogram embroidered on
wcrk.
ces; W. H. Butcher, Hillsboro; T. J. even be set n on hU'h sliues. "Spat-top- " he
The third is the bla k
A: this evening's bession, Rev. H. Ross,
lleiniosa; James G. Fitch and
siloes are offered In the simps and white sheplierdb cluck, with flat
will deliver an address of
H. Treat
p.
Chase, Socorro; lolm Coi- to those who dislike the extra thick- black patent leather Initt'MiH
patwelcome and Mrs. Mary J. Borden .Linus
beii and J. II. Tracy, Deming and ness. These coniu in patent or dull ent leather strap. The fourthandis the
will deliver the annual address. Rev. Charles Wallington,
Rincon.
W. VT. Havens will also make a shore
talk. There will be special music.
Short Paragraphs.
will
make
The superintendents
T!
banking fraternity is well rep
their annual report at the Saturday
The departments resented at the ceremonial session of
morning session.
and superintendents are as follows: the Shrim is today. Among the out f
Humane, Mrs. Motley; L. T. 1.., Mrs. to.vii batikers in attendance are K. A.
Garlick; franchise, Mrs. G. E. Wil- Calm hi cashier of the First National
Mrs. bank of Roswell; J. W. Carter, cashtemperance,
son;
Sabbath observance, Mrs. ier i '. the Silvi.-- City National bank,
Kinseh;
Long; social purity. Mrs. Parschall; mil Lou II. BroA'n cashier of the
Bunk el Helping.
jail and prison, Mrs. Thomas.
JuuKe Flank W. I'atktr .of the third
At the Saturday afternoon session
i
irt, arrived in the city
will read a paper en- j u
:al
Miss Tucker
titled ''The Jung Fran' of America." from l.as Cnicis this morning and kid, with lio'h or kid top of contrast-i- 'pat. top fchue, haviiii! white kid top,
color.
with black latent (.inter buttons.
Ollicers will be elected, the commit- wat one of the candidates to rido the
Very fastidious persons ar? match-Intwill make their !.'. jt r t the ceremonial sertion of the
tee' on resolutions
With a good pair d "tailor made"
s
be
tod
these
Shriners
a
will
the
adjournment
to
i.v.
cowu. The
report and an
lint
spa's as a pattern, at.y one deft wi'h
ennumV.
..f
Tans,
evening
is
is
Dr.
T.
to
public
.ilartin,
taken
hhop
a
the
taken. Saturday
and the IK edle can easily cut and put totertainment will be given, in place of bered anion;; the biting Shriners in the "man" does the rest. It is a good gether a pair of them, veiling a neat
(
ity.
reciconsisting
idea,
if
practicable,
of
the
to
have
the medal contest,
them of dn ss accessory at a very small cost.
J. J. Kelly and
two pro- - the tame materials us the gown.
I'.
tations, songs and short addresses.
COUSIN LIL.
,

it

Karwat City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 14. Cattle
Receipts, 1,000; market slow; native
steers,
$2.6004.25; southern steers,
$2.5i3.75;
southern cows, $3.255D
5.75; native cows and heifers, $l.05ft)
4.75; stockers
and feeders, $2.50ft)
4.o; bulls, $2(f?3.25; calves, $2.50
H.25; western steers, $2.75(5 4.50; western cows, $2(fj 3.25.
Sheep Receipts, 500; market nominally steady; muttons, $4.255.25;
lambs, $5.5otci 7.25; range wethers,
$4.60(6 5.25; fed ewes, $4cliti,65.

At a meeting attended by the teachFour different cnapters of the Maers of the public Institutions of the sonic order will meet in Albuquerque
city, held at the high school build- between today and next Friday night.
ing yesterday afternoon to consider For eight days the Duke City will be
arrangements for the meeting of the at their me;cy, and from the large
association, number of arrivals last night and this
territorial educational
which will be held in this city Decem- morning the city will be. quite thorber 26, 27, 28 and 29, Superintendent oughly overrun with them before this
J. E. Clark was selected chairman of time expires.
the meetfng and Also a committee of- The Shrlners are meeting today, and
one to appoint the different commit- their sessions are expected to last
tees on arrangements. Prof. Clark, way Into tonight A business session TO RECLAIM 25,000
not caring to shoulder all of the re-- at tbe Masonic temple' took up the
sponslbilities of his appointment, morning hours.
ACRES OF ARID LAND
called Dr. TlgM, Prof. Hodgin of the
Dinner was served in the lodge

"

The largest and finest line of "Dressy" Coats ever seen In the city;
every one a beauty and an exclusive novelty ln Itself. Positively, to
two alike. The style Is the very latent, in shades of Hello, Purple, Oren,
Chamois, White and Black. Regular
price,

152

Greene Copper

Atchison, common
Atchison, pfd
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific

Coats

EveimiiiiiR'
1044

.,

S. S.. pfd

O. &

The annual meeting of the Elks'
Holding company will be held
In the Elks' lodge room next Thurso
day evening at 7:30 o'clock, when the
directors for the ensuing year will be
elected. In addition a full financial
statement will be presented and the
affairs of the company generally discussed.
It Is rroposed to chunge the date
of the annual meeting from October to
April, and If this is done the directors
wlli be elected to serve 'until the annual nientlng lu April, 1907.

SHRINE IS MADE OF 18 CANDIDATES

in

O

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, common
Wisconsin "Central, pfd

ELKS'

HOLDING

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

84
SS

Norfolk

IT.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

I

WOOL

Reading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock Island, common
Republic Iron & Steel, common..
Republic Iron & Steel, pM
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
linion Pacific, common
IT. S. S.. common

.

LEASE

METAl

Erie, common
Eric, first
Louisville & Nashvlllo
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
New York Central

1

MEETING

MONEY

Amalgamated Copper
Atchison, common
Hal'itnnre & Ohio
Hnviklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
i olorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common ....
l.hlcago. Great Western, common

car-pen-

ANNUAL

-

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan.
Barnett Building.

pro-nie-

TEMPORARY INJUNCTION
ARMIJO

Reeves was an efficient ticket agent Rt
He is now connected
with the Southern Pacific road at El
Paso.
James 0. Fitch, attorney, and Jas.
P. Chase, real estate agent, both
citizens of Socorro, aro attending the Masonic doings.
John Corbett and James H. Tracey,
two popular and weli known business
gentlemen of Drilling, are here, attending the Shrlners meeting. They
will remain over until next week, and
mingle with Grand Lodge Masons.
Judge W. H. Ncwcomb, the popular
Justice of the peace ol Silver City, is
a Mason, and is here taking part in
the Masonic proceedings.
Col. Richard Hudson and brother,
of Denting, are two candii nor.
dates v. 'o were made Shriners today.
They at. successful cattle raisers and
shipper., of Luna county.
Judge T. C. De Shon and Thomas
Patterson, prominent Masons of Gallup, are in the city today. Ciark M.
Carr also came in from the west last
night to attend the meeting of the
Shriners.
One of the best known citizens of
Sierra county, W. H. Bucher, the
HMlsboro banker, Is here attending
the Masonic doings.
L,. A. Carr
the San Marclal
for the Smita Fe road and a
e Masruic fraternity, is
member of
noticeable ln the gatherings of Masons here today.
Crandall, of the
Superintendent
government Indian school at Santa
Fe,
mingling with the visiting Masons today.
Dr. J. C. Black, of Clayton, and Abran N.. Prat' of Cnif-bmltwo weil
known Grand Lodge Masons, are attending the Masonic doings in this
city.
Charles Wattiugton, for many years
a faithful passenger and freight conductor on the Santa Fe, south of this
city, took a lay-of- f
in order to attend
the meeting of the Shriners.
XV. A. Fleming
Jones, a Shrlner
from Las Cruces, Is in the city, attending the ceremonial session. Mrs.
Jones accompanied her husband to
the city.
James H. Donovan, of Raton; J. M.
Harrison, of San Marcial; D. C. McMillan, of Silver City; Henry F. Brock,
and George C. Shepard, of Deming,
and Col. John Stein, the popular superintendent of the Fred Harvey hotels
on the southern division, are outside
Shriners attending the ceremonial

the local depot.

Somewhat of n sensation was sprung
t the opening of cour! this ifternonn
when Attorney Nelll It. rTeld appcnred
before the court and Informed that
honorable body that hp had been;
given the sum of $2,ono to turn over!
to the treasurer of Bernalillo county,
to be placed to the credit of (he court!
fund for the purpose of defraying the!
future expenses of the present teim
In the course of his reof court.
roar":'', Mr. Field said that he did not
at this time for him
think it adi-abto mention the ranie of the party who
had made the offer, l.ut he wtuld e y
that such party had no interest either
way 1u the present county controversy, nor did he have any litigation
in which he was interested or involved, pending before the cou;-t- .
The matter at once brought forth
considerable discussion on the partol
the attorneys present. A'lorney Field
did not think there would be any harm
in the court using the money to carry
on its business.
Attorney Chllders
then addressed the court and informed It that in case he bad any criminal
or civil cases to come before it, he
would immediately seek to find out
wTio the disinterested party was who
was giving money to carry on the
court.
Judge Abbott announced that he
thought the remarks of Mr. Chllders
had much force, and that he hardly
thought it would be the proper thing
for the court to accept: money so offered, but that it would be better for
It to wait until the time when taxes
were paid, when the court fund would
be replenished. The cofirt, therefore,
declined to entertain the proposition.

AGAINST

$T0Ca

A. W. Reeves, of El Paso, a Shrluer,
Is in attendance on the Masonic doings ln this city. A few years ago Mr.

For Unknown Party Who Would
Furnish $2,000 to Pay Expenses of Court-O- ffer
Turned Down by Judge Abbott.

MARKETS

THE

today.

By Appearing

PACE FIVE.

of Fi.vtr City, are

in the carl days of Albuquerque, Mr. Kelly was ln the saddlery and harness business, and many
old timers uie pleased to see him here

SENSATION ON THE COURT

APPOINTMENTS

EVENING CITIZEN.

AL11UOUEUQUE

1905.

can tell win n you w i! mash q
or suffer a cut, bruise, burn
or sjcald. Be prepared. Dr. Thomas'
Keleetric Oil instantly relieves the Q
pain quickly cures the wound.
Xi vc r

a

fim-'e- r

Auto phone,

310.

Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Auto

phone No.

2S9

.

Uif(ifC; rUneri Director and Embalmer

Black or White Hearse,

5.00.
Commercial Club Dullding.
CIT I UNDEUTAKER.

A
Q

IVailroad Topics
Roland Slovens, son of N. K. Stevens, was 1n the city yesterday from
and returned this
the Ielon cut-o(morning to Kennedy, where lie Is
working fur the Santa Fe.

strurtlon of the shops. Work has already been started on the foundations

f expenditures,

THE TERRITORIAL
SCHOOL CENSUS
Comprehensive Report Compiled by Superintendent of
Public Instruction.

e

one-half-

one-thir-

d

coire-spondenc-

"ffG

CITIZEN

apportlon-

f::. oso. 02;

SATURDAY,

OCT.

14,

1905.

-

lllt'TIl,

and it Is expected that they will be
completed and in operation before the
winter sets in. Similar rooms were
opened by the American Locomotive
Mrs. Avery Turner, wife of General company at Schenectady' a few years
Manager Turner of the IVeos Valley flii'i, and have proved to be very popSTATISTICS FROM THE COUNTIES
lines of the Santa Ke, is In the city ular.
on a visit to her brother, Yardmaster
YEARS OF
Clarence Ten Eyck and family. Mrs. SEVENTY-FIVCEASELESS DEVELOPMENT.
Prof. Hiram Hadley, superintendent
Turner was accompanied to this city
seventy-fivyears almost of public instruction, has compiled a
It is only
by Harold Ten Kyck, who has been
since
the first steam locomovisiting his aunt at Ainarillo, Texas. to a day
of the annual
tive was built In this country. It was report from the returns
Traveling Auditor K. I.. Taylor, of the diminutive "Tom Thumb," which school census of the various counties
the Santa Fe. with headquartei s at Peter Cooper first ran In Baltimore, of the territor;. , which Is veiy comLa Junta, was In the city today at- in 1830, and the difference between plete and of importance. In his reit and the marvelous flyers of today port Prof. Hadley gives the number
tending to official business.
of schools, the number of teachers,
Detectives Cade. Selvy, of the Santa are marked to wonderful degree.
In the limited period of thi
the number of pupils enrolled, the avFe coast lines, and I.. K. Curt wright,
of a century, American Inventive- erage number of pupils In dally atof the New Mexico division, were in
ness, American mechauical genius to tendance, the enumeration of persons
the city today.
put It more accurately, has developed between the ages of 5 and 21 years,
locomotive building from an experi- receipts, expenditures, value of public
EXCURSION BUREAU GOING
TO MEET IN SAN mNTONIO. ment into the wonderful system that school properties and the apportionIs really the foundation of the mar- ment to each county from the school
San Antonio tins been selected for velous
Industrial progress of the coun-ery- . fund. According to the returns from
the quarterly meeting of the Southwill
the counties, they rank as follows, eswhich
western excursion bureau,
timating the entire population by mulbe held in January, lw cause of the MANY CHANGES AMONG
tiplying the school population by
advantages of Texas climate In mid:
SANTA FE OFFICIALS. three and
winter It is expected that the meeting
appointment of Geo.
Following
San Miguel Ninety teachers, 3.52fi
will be larger than most of the recent T. Nicholson the
as third vice president puiils enrolled and 2,lfiG in average
gatherings.
of the Santa Fe railroad, the followdaily attendance, out of 7,619 enumering changes In the passenger depart- ated. There are 74 schools to serve a
NEW TOWN ON LINE OF
system have been an- population of 26,772 people. The reSANTA FE BELEN CUTOFF. ment of the
nounced:
ceipts last year were 44.457.K and
Hading has been nearly completed
Wm. J. Black, now general "passenexpenditures f ;t0.3'.t5.i)2. Thp
on the eastern end of the Santa Fe ger agent at Topeka, promoted to pas- tho
to this county Is $1,912.25.
cutoff. The settlers are beginning to senger traffic manager, with headBernalillo Population, 25,399; perarrive. Brownhorn Is the name of a quarters in Chicago, succeeding Nich- sons of school ace, 7.257; enrolled,
new town which Is springing up on olson.
5,596; average daily attendance, 4,357;
miles
the line of the cutoff, thirty-fou- r
John 3. Byrne, now general passen- schools, CI; teachers, (13; receipts,
west of Texico.
ger aup'it of the Par.fic cjast lines, $94,654.84;
expenditures, $81,744.74;
Several laborers were sent out last promoted to assistant passenger traf$1,814.25.
night to Join the throngs that have fic manager, with headquarters In Los apportionment,
Santa Fe Population, 17,325; school
left this city to work on the Eelen Angeles.
population, 4,950; pupils enrolled,
cutoff. More will follow in the next
James N. Connell.now general agent
average daily attendance, 1.054;
few days.
of the passenger department In Chi- schools, 32; teachers, 35: receipts,
cago, promoted to general passenger $14,S43.66; expenditures,
$11,920.88;
SILVER CITY TO
agent at Topeka, to succeed Mr. Black. apportionment, $1,237.50.
HAVE NEW TRAIN.
Edmund J. Shakershaft, now chief
Socorro Population, 15,890; school
A stiaight passenger service has clerk of the general passenger office population, 4.540;
enrollment, 2,4b8;
by
the at Topeka, promoted to assistant pas- average daily attendance,
een promised Silver City
1,412;
Insenger agent.
Santa Fe officials, which will be
schools, 54; teachers, 61; receipts,
stituted by November 1st The Santa
Charles L. Seagraves, row traveling $22,386.07; expenditures,
$15,301.33;
Fe has from time to time promised passenger agent, has been promoted appoitionment, $1,135.
serto general colonization agent, with
this town a straight passenger
Rio Arriba Population, 15,813; enuvice daily Instead of the mixed train headquarters In Chicago, vice William meration,
4,518;
enrollment, 1,935;
which they have run on this branch Nicholson, resigned to engage in pri- average
1,106;
dally attendance,
for some time.
vate business.
schools, 53; teachers, 55; receipts,
heavy
to the extremely
Owing
expenditures, $9,705.68;
$14, 264.51 ;
freight shipments In and out of Silver SANTA FE MAKING IMapportionment, $1,129.50.
Cltv now it has become necessary for
PROVEMENTS AT FRONTEN AC.
Dona Ana Population, 11.091; enuThe Santa Fe railroad has been lib- meration, 4,026; enrollment. 1,268; avthe railroad to grant' this service,
which to an absolute necessity.
eral to Frontenac, during the past few erage dally attendance, 868; schools,
months, in the way of Improvements 19; teachers, 23; receipts, $29,700.40;
to their property in this city. The expenditures,
WORK TRAINS BUSY DIS
apportion$12,464.57;
TRIBUTING SIDING STUFF. lirst step was in the construction of ment. $1,006.50.
Work" trains have been busy dis- a. four stall round house, which will
Mora Population, 13,615; enumeratributing rails and other material for be In a completed condition by the tion. 3,890; enrollment, 1,94.8; average
the new and extended sidings to be first of the month. The tracks into daily attendance, 1,120; schools, 38;
laid on the Santa Fe between erde the building are about completed, and teachers, 42; receipts, $15,222.51; exmont and Barstow, and before the only the diop pit remains to be finish- penditures, $9,555.54; appoitionment,
end of the week, trackmen will be ed. The depot has received a new $;72.50.
Taos Population, 12,516; enumerabusy putting .down the ties and rails. platform, constructed of fine tailings
The work of grading for these sidings from the zinc mines, and been ex- tion, 3.576; enrollment, 1.746; averhas already been completed, having tended farther both north and south. age dally attendance, 1,247; schools,
been in progress for some weeks, and An additional switch track has been 32; teachers, 31; receipts, $13,G76.79;
apportion$8,013.85;
the matter of getting the tracks down recently built, which will connect with expenditures..,
will be tirief. The new and extended the freight house track, on the west, ment, $894.
will
a
for
rods,
of
several
and
by
necessary
he
distance
Grant Population, 12.376; enumerasidings are made
joint use o fthe track between this accommodate nearly 100 more cars In tion, 3,536; enrollment, 1,651; average
&
Pittsburg
yards
The
the
hero.
by
daily attendance, 791; schools, 24;
the Salt Lake.
city aDd Barstow
Frontenae section men have been teachers. 30; receipts, $29,099.80; exwoiking
ai
week,
at
have
all
it
and
penditures, $15,168.48; apportionment,
EL PASO WILL RUN AN
EXCURSION FROM TORREON. most finished. The new water tank $S84.
use
In
several
which
has
for
been
Colfax Population, 11,610; enumer
That the Mexican Central has grant- months,
could also be Included in the ation, 3,317; enrollment, 1,021; averfor
ed a rate of fare and
improvements.
recent
age daily attendance, 605; schools, 34;
the excursions, which the Chamber of
teachers, 52; receipts, $30,846.93; ex
Commerce will run from points as far'
BROKEN
CAR
OPEN
penditures, $24,145.85; apportionment,
south as Torreon, in November, was
AND
GOODS
TAKEN.
$8929.25.
announced at the meeting of the
arS.
S.
who
Smith,
was
man
the
Valencia Population, 9,405; enu
board of directors of the chamber redays
a
of
El
Paso
in
number
rested
nieration, 2.687; enrollment, 1,626;
cently.
ago,
suspicious
as
a
and
chaiacter,
e
average daily
1,245;
attendance,
Secretary Tiltoil has had
to Alamogordo Tuesday night, schools, 30; teachers, 31; receipts.
with a number of Mexico brought
by
agent
C.
special
Haynes,
H.
of
the
$23,825.19; expenditures, $8,296.50; ap
merchants and miners who will take
advantage of the excursion and It U Southern Pacific, tells a number of portionment, $671.75.
conflicting
concerning
himself.
stories
enu
9,198;
Chaves Population,
expected that large crowds will come
Several days ago, the car contain- meration, 2,628; enrollment, 1,653;
there.
A.
ing
goods
King,
of
J.
average
the household
daily
1,232;
attendance,
"
was broken open and burglarized, schools, 22; teachers, 43; receipts,
KATY CLAIMS EXEMPTION
Ei
In
while
and
transit between
$29,992.28; expenditures, $23,8932.389;
FROM CROSSINGS LAW. Paso. Among; the articles her
taken was apportionment, $657.
The Katy claims that It does not a woman's cloak and a number of arOtero Population, 1,8972; enumerhave to comply with the law piovidlng ticles of Jewelry.
ation, 2,249; enrollment, 1,436; aver
that railroads shall construct crossBurglarizing a ca In transit Is a age dally attendance, 8954; schools,
ings through Indian Territory at the penitentiary offense, under a United 21: teachers, 29; receipts, $14,905.22;
sectional roads which cross the tracks. States statute, and while this law' is expenditures,
apportion
$12,434.59;
According to Missouri, Kansas & rarely invoked, a case alnibst Identical nient, $562.25.
Texas attorneys, the Katy waa built was tried at the term of the United
Uuadaiupe Population, 7.774; enu
through the land when It was held In States court here last fall, In which meration, 2,221; enrollment, 1,125; av
common by the Indians, and thus ac- the defendants had broken Into a car erage daily attendance, 495; schools,
quired rights which exempt It from at Santa Rosa, and stolen a quantity 27; teachers, 28; receipts, 12,513.03;
doing such work. The crossings would of whiskey. They were convicted and expenditures,
$8,932.90;
apportion
cost about $50,000, as It would be nec- are now serving time at Santa Fe.
ment, $555. 25.
essary to build one every mile from
Union Population, 7,749; enumer
Kansas to Texas.
HARRIMAN SYSTEM WANTS
ation, 2,214; enrollment, 1,011; aver
The matter has been taken up with
BETTER OPERATING.
age daily attendance, 756; schools, 24;
the United States authorities, but the
Operating officials, representing al13; receipts, $17,974.47; ex
Department of the Interior has not most the entire Harrlman system of teachers.
penditures, $12,006.07; apportionment,
made a ruling.
railways, were In conference in Salt $553.50.
Lake City, Tuesday, with
James
7,616; enuSandoval Population,
Kruttschnitt, director of maintenance meration, 2,176; enrollment, 979; av
GENERAL DISLIKE FOR
PROFESSIONAL SPOTTER. and operation of the Harriman lines. erage daily attendance, 743; schools,
Said a railroa'd man, yesterday, in The otheis present included W. H. 23; teachers, 26; receipts, $6,926.05;
conversation
with a lxs Angeles Bancroft, vice president and general
Times reporter: "A spotter, as a gen- manager of the Oregon Short Line;
A
eral proposition, is, in the estimation A. L. Mohler, general manager of the
of railroad men, about the most des- L'niuii Pacific; K. E. Calvin, vice ures- picable Individual that lives, but when ident and general manager of the Oreone of these professional spies is a gon liailroad & Navigation company.
pimp In the bargain, he becomes de- There were also present several genspised of all men. There is in this eral and division superintendents and
of motive power and
city a fellow who has for the past
six months been acting as a spotter machinery. It. 10. Wells, general man- oi the halt Lake route, also was
on local rail.oad men, and several
good men have loBt their positions mere from Los Angeles, but did not
through Information,
furnished the attend the day's conference. It was
railroad officials by him. To aid him announced that the general managers
superintendents nu t simply to get
in his work, he has a woman, who and
the
lives In one of the largo houses on together ou a policy .,
of the liai i niiau
ITfnh efrft.t and vthn it In Kaiil. In- - operating servi-,
il ivinit tiii.ii ir- h rw nma tntrtliueS
fji.m.. n
is very much like the blossomthe house and carouse. She tells her
ing o, a flower. Its Ixauty and
'man,' the spotter, and he passes the MEXICAN CENT PAL WILL HAVE
EXCURSION FROM 'FRISCO.
depend
ntirsly
pera-ti(.- n
Information to the railroad officials.
Tho
Mexican Central will Inaugurupon the care bestowed upon
I would like to see this fellow
ate an Innovation this winter in the
its parent. Fxpectant mothers
excursion line, and will ruu a special
should have the tenderert care.
from San Frauclsco to the City M
They fehould be spared all worry
SHOPS DINING ROOMS
Mexico,
and kuxiety. They should eat
FOR RAILWAY WORKMEN.
The Central's general agent at San
plenty of good nourishing foo4
Arrangements are being made by Francisco has been advertising the ex
and uke pentle exercises. ThU
e
will
the Canadian Pacific railway to
cursion ihere for some time, and it is
jfo a long way toward preservqaarte;s in close proximity to the announced that the train will carry at
ing thei health, and their beauty
new Angus shops, where the five or least 150 passengers out of that city.
as well is that of the little one to
come.
six thousand worwmen employed may Extra cars will be added ustil the
iut to be absolutely sure
of a short and painless labor thy
be aide to get a good square meal train leaves Kl Paso, and ft Is ex
should uie
in the middle of the day at a reason- petted that by the time the Special
able figure. Mealing accommodation leaches Mexico City there will be 500
being so poor In the neighborhood of on board.
Kotiemount, and no one appearing to
F. C. McDonald, general passenger
be anxious to open dining rooms and agent of the Central, conceived the
charge rate which the railway offi- Idea after the close of last season's
cials thought satisfactory, the com- heavy excursion travel, and for the
pany decided to take the matter into reason that the great amount of winits own hands and provide all the ter travel to Mexico does not begin
dnrinf the month! ef
tlon. This ii & i.implo linttncDt, whlh
facilities necessary.
until about Christmas, he concluded
la la be apili'1 eitrnlly. it (lvt
The majority of the men are unable that a Vuletide excursion would be a
irciig'h
J vor to tho maaclM and
prvvaiai I) of ihdicimforuof prrf-niuto get home for their mid day meal, Buccess. Tentative arrangements have
'ch womea used to thina
living three or four mile saway from been made with the Santa Fe for
Vr
wr
aKH.lutly Derfurv.
ha
M nher
the works, so it is expected that the handling the train from California.
Kri.n l U
thors la bo
linn or whatever.
dining rooms will be well patronized. The excursionists will spend a week
Oet
Mother'
drag
at
Friend
tho
There will be two rooms ,ea'h about In Mexico City.
tore, !
bottlo.
140 feet in length, by 35 feet in width.
Tilt CfHOriHD RfGlltfOR CO.
They will be equipped with all the necSee the window display of the Rio
ATLANTA. OA.
essary cooking utensils, tables, chairs, Grande Woolen Mills at the Qlob
WrtU ter
hm two," slr Satj la
etc., and will be built of red brick, store, then ask for those S3. 50 walk- Himilar to the kind used in the con-- , ing skirts.
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pro-Tid-

Mother's
Friend
rlrlv

.

1

uJ

ir

.,

enumera
Eddy PopiihiiMi.
tion, 2.031; , nivlliiicnt, l.m; aver
age daily a:i n. lance, 4i; scnoois,
receipts, $J'.,8!tS.0fi;
20; teachers
apportion-- ,
expenditures.' fls.lll.M;
nient, I507.7.'
Lincoln Pni'ina'b'n- rorn: enumer
ation, l .:;) : nrnilnicni. l .1 .u : aver-- .
fcMooIr, 29;
age dally atu n la""'.
(

teaches,

penditures,

Iptf

33:

$'

.':to.L'S7.4;i;

The Store of
Reliability

WEST nAILROAD AVENUE
BETWEEN

SECOND

ex

w

apportionment,

mil

r

i

'i

i

l

THIRD STREETS

i

$490.

San Juan- - Population, 5,407; enu-- ,
enrollment, 1,045;
1. r, IT,
meratlon,
average daily iii'endaiice, (K I ; schools,
receipts, $10,241.80;
21; teachers,
apportion- rxpenditiireti.
$4ix.98;
nient, 1386.25.
Sierra Population, 4,410; enumer
ation, 1.260; enrollment, 7Si; average
daily attendance. 525; schools, 19;
teachers, 19; receipts, $10,917.46: ex-- '
penditures, $6,191.7X; apportionment,1

::

--

0
l

!

I

'

Luna Population, 3,535; enumera
tion, 1,010; enrollment, 609; average
daily attendance, 320; schools, 5; 0
teachois. 12: receipts, $20,267.20: ex
penditures, $14,593.81; apportionment,)

cgnntles, and pos
sibly two or three of those given
above, the registration for the last
election indicates a much greater population than the school census.
Torrance Population, 2,887; enu
meration, 825; enrollment, 291; average dally attendance, 185; schools, 8;
teachers, 11; receipts, $1,281.81; ex
penditures,
$820.85; apportionment,

the

following

vv;

y

We have Just received a large shipment of Knit Goods, which
were bought many month
ago long before the rise In the
wool market, and will sell them at correspondingly low prices. For Instance:

TU-V-.---

J ?!-- :

Babies' Hcodi,
Babies' Jackets,
Babies' Bootees,

$315.

In

Knit Goods

I'll'

,

$2.00

to 25c

1.25 to 65c
45c to 25c

Children's Skltts, $J.OO to 35c
Ladies' Skirts,
2.50 to 40c
Shawl Fascinators, 2.00 to 25c

It will cost you nothing to examine these goods, and compare qualities and price with those offered by
other stores.

0
0

REMEMBER
THE- -

SALE

IS NOW

IN PROGRESS.

EVERY THIRTEENTH

$206.25.

Quay Population, 2,520; enumera
tion, 720; enrollment, 435; average
261; schools, 10;
dall
yattendance,
teachers, 13; receipts, $6,795.87; expenditures, $3,274.54; apportionment,

THE GLOBE STORE,

PURCHASE ABSOLUTELY FREE.

West Railtoad Avenue

$180.

McKinley Population, 2,250; enu
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS,
meration, 613; enrollment, 477; average daily attendance, 406; schools, 5; KLKCTRICAL
SUPPLIES, MOVING
teachers, 11; receipts, $13,158.46; ex- PUILDINGS, ETC. Albuquerque, N.
penditures, $10,266.83; apportionment, M.,
1905.
Sealed proposals,
$160.75.
The return from Roosevelt county endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR REhas not yet been received, conse- PAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the
quently, It is omitted from this re undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M..
port. With the exception of Roose- will be received at the Indian school
velt county's population, etc., ttie to- until 2 o'clock p. m Saturday, Notals for the territory are as follows, vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and deomitting the Indian population and livering the materials and labor for
multiplying the school enumeration by painting 4,609 yards, varnishing 1,251
f,
to get the total yards, and Ualsomlning 4,366 yards of
three and
population:
surface, 2,158 square feet of blackpower motor, one
School enumeration, 71,428; total board, one
population, 219,998; enrollment,
transformer, one
average daily attendance, 24,561; power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of iron
schools, 685; teachers, 817; receipts, and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
$517,167.07; expenditures, $356,407.29; 20,000 feet lumber, moving and relo-eatl-n
apportionment, $18,056.
g three small buildings, etc., etc.,
The estimated population of Roose as per list and specifications obtainavelt county is 5,250; school enumera ble at tjie Echool. Didders must state
tion, 1,500; schools, 6; teachers, 10.
specifically In their bids the proposed
price of each article to be offered un
THE SANTA FE'S NEW
der contract. All articles so offered
LINE TO THE PACIFIC will be subject to rigid Inspection.
President K. P. Ripley of the Santa The right Is reserved to reject any or
Ko has decided to build a new piece all bids or any
part of any bid, if
of road, which will give nan Fran- deemed for the best interests of tho
cisco another direct rail connection service. Each bid must be accomwith Galveston, Texas, says a San panied by a certified check or draft
Francisco dispatch. He has just in upon some United States depository
corporated the Gulf, Santa Fe & or solvent national bank, made payawill ble to the order of the Commissioner
railway, which
Northwestern
build 350 miles of load from Urown-woo- of Indian Affairs, for at least 5 per
northwest to Texico, on the cent of the amount of the proposal,
Texas and New Mexico boundary. said check to be forfeited to the UnitTexIcoKis a ioint on the norm anu ed States in case any bidder receivsouth I'tjcos Valley line of the Santa ing an award shall fall to execute
,
promptly a satisfactory contract in ac-cre.
From Texico to the Rio Puerco, on
dance with this bid; otherwise to
the Santa Fe & California Overland be returned to the bidder. Bias acAlbuquerwest
companied by cash in lieu of certified
line, thirty miles
of
que, the distance is 275 miles, and a check or draft will not be considered.
Easi-erFor further information apply to
road is being built there by the
New Mexico railway, a Santa Fe James K. Allen, superintendent.
company.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
By means of a new piece of road
from Rio Puerco to Texico, and thence better cook with safe gaa.
north over the Pecos Valley line, the
Santa Fe will have a second and
shorter overland line to California.

ONE OF THE GIANTS' STARS

one-hal-

39,-44-

n

MORE WIRES WILL BRING
LARGELY MORE BUSINESS.
j pany oi suit ivaiiv uiucmm, cum-posed of I. T. Dyer, superintendent or
telegraph. G. C. Howard, general foreman of telegraph, and Emil Kendrick,
manager of telegraph in Los Angeles,

Full of Tragic Meaning
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
Casey, la. Think what might have resulted from his terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about
which he writes: "I had a fearful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
I took
Vr
would relieve it, until
King's New Discovery for Consump
tlon, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
prevents grip and
lung diseases;
pneumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; 50c and .$1.00. Trial bottle
free.
p
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

LIFE OF RAILROAD TIES
IN THE OLD WORLD.
Professor Holmes of the United
States Geological survey, is investigating the German railways, particularly the production of brown lignite
briquettes, such as may be made of
lignites in the western parts of the
United States. He is also investigating the life of railway ties. Professor
Holmes has received every facility
from the German government, Including a permit, rarely given, to ride on
locomotives. He found creosoted timber ties in Fiance, laid 32 years tgo,
still in use, and in the Rhine country
ties 12 years old, which were in excellent state of preservation.

OPENING OF THE

1

were 1n that city looking after the
enlargement of the load s telegraph
facilities.
The company now has two through
wires between Los Angels and Salt
Ijike, for the carrying of company
business. Two additional wires are
now being strung between the two
points because of increased business.
Two new gangs have Joined those
now stringing
wires at Riverside
Junction, having been working toward
each other from Ixis Angeles and Daggett. That finished the two gangs
wi.l be started out from Daggett and
Salt Lake, the wlies being strung
until they meet, which will give the
lino four telegraphic wires.

ROGER BRESNAHAN.
Roger Bresnahan's work behind the bat or in the outfiled, where he
las on occasions been called, has been of a high order. He Is one of- the
Giants, and will do his shajre to help land the world's championship series
for McGraw's husky collection of base ball stars.

;

EH

S

tor
PRIEDBERG BROTHERS

C&teatAe

it''

i

No dangerous drugs or alcoholic
concoctions are taken into the stomach when Hhoniei is used, lireathed
through the Inhaler, the balsamic healing of Ilyomel penetrates to the most
remote cells of the nose and throat,
and thus kills the catarrhal germs,
hea,s. the irritated mucuous mem
brane,, and gives complete and permanent cure.
Hyomel Is the simplest, most pleasant and the only guaranteed euro for
cata rh that has been discovered.
Complete outfit, J1.00; extra bottle, SO
cents.
For sale by J. II. O'Reilly & Co.,
druggists.

spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives strength to and builds up
strength in the human system. It Is
pleasant to the taste and palatable,
and the only food combination of
that will digest the food and
enable the system to appropriate all of
qualiIts health and strength-givinties. Sold by all druggists.
TO $10 SAVED

EVERY

ON

TICKET.

SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
RAILROAD
WEST
CHEAP.
114
AVENUE.

o
Constipation causes headache, nau- palpi
languor , t
I sea. dizziness,
tation, lirastic physics gripe, siclu,
weaken the bowels and don't cure.
Doan's r gulets act gently and cure
Ask your
25 cents.
constipation.
druggist.

south second street

Monday
CZD CZD

Do You Want Stren-jthIf you want to increase your strength
you must add to and not take from the
physical. In other words, the fooa
that you eat must be digested, assimilated and appropriated by the nerves,
ex
blood and tissues before being
pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy

$5

or,

--

0tolbr

t

i

With a clean, fresh and
line of HATS, SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, NECKWEAR,
Etc.
up-to-d- ate

Nobby

Suits

lade

io Order,

Stylish Trousers to Order,

From

$15.00

Up

From $4.50 tip

he-ar-

Attend the Opening Sale Monday, October 6th.
1

SATURDAY, OCT.

RECEIPTS

14,

ALBUQUERQUE

1905.

OF THE LATE TERRITORIAL FAIR
Held in This City September 18 to 23, 1905, As

Submitted by the Fair Secretary,
D. K. B. Sellers.
A. Sleyster

B.

RECEIPTS

lithographs

...

....

Gilssaroff

Kt.itrmrnt of ri reipts nnd rxiv llJ t'll i'S
Annual T'vrritorhil
of the Twen:
lair:
SL'lla'KirTIuNS.

M.

V. H. nrwr
Ucorj; K Ni !ir
irah:im Hres
y. k. ; tuigi k ."i Co
Hunk
Hwt Natinniil
St. Kim i) (Joe li.nmU)
Hunk of I'oniTTK rce
Alvarulo Hotel
t.'ltv of AHnnnii riiui'

Total
Ju.'.i
I'lipald sul.seriptlous.
whieh are
I'loluil ly good and will be paid,
$
but not figured In statement

All)
Qui

.'.

i.

K.

u

I

M. Manili ll
Co
SVuehlierH
!!.
Krank A. Jlublull
Hluni-hur- d
M. & S. Co
Crystal Ice Co
Co
H. llfelil

.,

50 i

60.00
3.00
3i.0il
25.00
;ta.oo
85.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.(
25.00
25.W
2o m)
25.0O
25.0.1
25.110

25.110

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.01)

With
Schwartzman
James McCorrlston
John 8. Heavens
It. P. Jlall
Ira A. Abbott
James A. Summers
llarsch Bottling Works
Stern, Bchloss & Co
J. B. Rutherford
State National Bank

....

.,

Arthur Everltt

llfeld Bros
I .eon Hertzog
& Co
1). II. Boatrtght
11. li. Welllei & Co
Williams Drug Co
Los Angeles Kestaurant
L. S. ltosenfleld
J. W. Klder
H. Yanow
A. J. Maloy
otto L. Hlce
C. A. Hudson
A. Borders
J. M. Moore Kealty Co
K. (S. Ifunn Ac Co
Henry Westerfeld
Sellers l'rtntlng Co

Fuehr Undertaking Co
William Kleke
Albuq. Carriage Co
The Jaffa Grocery Co
It. W. Hopkins
Levy Bros

Fleischer

.1.

.

13.00
15.00
15.00
15.u0
15. ("J

JO

lO.Oi)
111. ..10

00
In. m.

1H.

ln.no
00
10.1 0
In. i o
111.

Conner

ln.OO

Mi

lcalf
A:

10. ul
IO.HO

1..

KlllltuiiiH

M.i

1.

K.

Hi-.-

'H.

l".'jn

.i.ih
1'I.HU

lo. "O

riKitnur
I. son
w
Ma tin Saddlery
W
J
II
rolli ..
W. K Wyl.ler
J. G. Cornish .
J. 1.. Hell A CO. ...
George I'.. Brewer
...
F. L.
l.ix A: .Mii.euli.uke
A

.

1.

K.

i

F

.1

T.

'h

i

i

W.

T.

i.J.HI

lit nl

l'l "O

.

M i nar.l
Alger
Walker
".
Il.iydell ..
A: Co.
J. Hall.
.

ii

h

Mrs

I'ol

F. II

h

,
exhibition hall
Stamps
V. R. Stiles, agent, railroad tick- ets for cowboys
John Wetherlll, account of In,
dians
John Wetherlll. account of Indians
Cash paid to cowboy helper
T. 8. Johnson, gate keeper
John Wetherlll, account of In....
dians
Parade, prizes
F. J. Houston, account of fair
subscription to base ball
Tom Crawford, feed for cowboys
J. J. Jeffries, umpire
VV. King, watchman
day grand
P. A. Toda, one-ha-

5.00
10.00
157.23
5.00

ball

3O5.O0

$1,174.25

DISBURSEMENTS

lf

Trot

2:40

Emll Mann
R. H. Urecnleaf
Blueher

$

11.

Total

$

Face
C. Closson

stand
II. R. Whiting, wages, superintendent exhibition hall and cash
paid labur
W. Borchert, entry clerk
F. J. Houston, account of fair
subscription to base ball
C. P. .;,id' gratf, starter, salary
expeiiEe
and
C. Ward, watchman
L. A. McRae, clerk race course..
H. R. Campbell, trotting OBtrlch.

157.50
70.00
35.00
262.50

2:11

450.00
2n0.00
100.00

Jake l.evy
F. It. Girardin
Total

$

750.00

J. F. Pearce
Kmil Mann
K. II. Greenleaf

$

1S0.00
So.oo
40.00

Total
Colts' Race
T. J. Shlnick

$

300.00

Trot

Free-for-A- ll

$

Girardin

F. R.

J. Anderson

.1

Total

one-ha-

Three Minute Trot or Pace

F. It. Girardin
T. J. Shlnick
Chas. Coe

...$

lf

J. K. Gadbaugh, policeman
Monioya, policeman
Dave Cavaudal, watchman
M. Chaves, deputy sheriff
P. O. Chaves, deputy sheriff
S. Scott, policeman
Fred Hale, asst, ticket taker at
grand stand
P. Armijo, deputy sheriff
F. Armijo, deputy sheriff
D. Armijo. deputy sheriff
J. W. Hean, guard
J. Boyce, ticket taker horse gate
J. Tierney, ticket laker quarter

112.60
60.00
25.00

$ 1S7.50
1.15.00

stretch
30.00 J. Heath'Tton, guard
James Smith, deputy sheriff,
entrance
....$ 225.00 A.main
Total
L. Mcllhargy, grand stand
Pace
ticket seller
C. Closson
....$ ISO. no Geo.
Tucker, gate keeper, main
80.00
Jake Levy
entrance
40.00
F. R. Girardin
J. Driscoll, ticket taker bleachers
...$ 300.00 Tom
Total
Moran, ticket taker, grand
2:10 Trot
stand
$ 137.50
J. F. Pearce
gate keeper at
70.00 K. H. McNassar,
Kmil Mann
main entrance
35.00
R. II. Greenleaf
G. W. Parks, ticket taker first
entrance, grand stand
$ 202.50
Total
W. C. Carpenter, ticket seller at
main entrance
$2,2S7.50
Grand Total
Kd Lavelle. gate keeper paddock
Parish, ticket taker under
Fred
PI RSKS PAID IN RUNNING RACES,
grand stand
s
Mile Dash-Jadeputy sheriff..
Sangulnette.
W.
53.00
Wade
A. F. Miller, first premium on
25.H0
A. B. Griffith
fruits
5.00
W. N. Sparks
L. It. Hriiice. seeond premium...
J llagerman. third premium.
..$ 85.01) J.
Total
K. C.leckler, fourth premium..
C.
f
Mile Dash ....
. Stewart, fifth premium
53 011 T.
.$
James Wade
W.
Corbell, first premium vegJ.
25.O0
A. B Griffith
tiO.OO

Free-for-A-

Three-Eighth-

mes

(ine-ll.il-

F--

I'. It. Boulden

.1.00

Si:; Furl, nus
Ji.nies Wad..
A
It Griffith
r. K. Boulilen

Total
.1

noes W ade
'has. Co,.
V. N. Sparks
Total

.$

65.110
2T..IW

5.00

Mile Dash

B

t

W. N.

ST..

no

5.",.'l
J5 O'

$

5

-

..J

S.'j.'HI

t

r.5
25.1 "I
.'..ml

ri tilth
Sparks

sparks

2il.H0

1

45110

..
..

27 50
15.i m
U...11

$

.

I'dell
.miss iwaeKinirn
Mit--

Total
.It

n.

I

Total

..

1,',

no

.

lo.oo

I

.

I

Re!. IV Hire
W. li.Till

ln
I.
Ford
...

Clay ton Blllncr ..
K.iy Stanim
II. ii rv I lodson

ij.

W'.

I.

r mis

.

.

i

Miller

H

DISlirilSEM

v

:'.."

Total

5.') Stamps

t.

"'
.Vino

11

1

6.110

6 00
5
5 no

--

!

.1

l'.i.A.le Races

5 Ml
5 '
5 in.

50.OII

Postal Telegraph Co, telegrams
Hudson Hill Posting Co., posting
.on
bids
A. J. Malot, oil for street fir.s..
...
a.H ertisetneiit
t
Ihuse p.
Martin Tierney. labor al fair
1,0 .'il
$
mounds and sire, is
'"' iJain.-!'. Golf, rings and staples
21' Vi
l.,r street lop,.-I. el rival illuminations
17.5o M. Nj.-I- i,
J. C.
ia ldl'ldge. lumber for sol$ l'.5.im
diers
$

v Houlden
all, r Birehii. I.I

T.,1

stand

EN'TS.
$

20

Ou

F. Harilsou Printing
tickets

I.. H.

Rosi-nfield-

Co.,

fair

blank cartrldg- -

A. P. Gritfilh
Sout hwestern Brewery

erill, care Indians

amount paid

10.

?3

Ml

72.00
15.1.00

113 75

22.50
50.00
10.00

00

10.00
13.50

Grand total

4.50

3fi.H0

15.00
10.00

10.00
10.00

6.00
375.00
50.00
10.00
100.00
55.20
21. 68
21.68
38.55
6.70
20.72

.

27.45
176.00
10.00
8.00

HAS BEEN OUR SPECIALTY

1.20
4.25
9.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
36.no
10.00
1.50

The
1621-163-

290
3.75
45

3.75

4ON.90

13.50
6.00
6.00
36.23
83.10
62.10
30. 00

1.26
1S.76
9.50
21.50
60.00
5.52
25.50
10.00
1000
10.00

PLOD

125 00

650.00
16.99
1.76
10.00
3.75
21.75
5.70
21.6s
6.00
2.20
50.00
10.00
14.00
50.00
45.65
6.62
6.80
75.00
121.60
31.20
50
354.75
11.26
24.00
2.10
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

O. B.

2.90
64.22
264.00J
60. 00
200.00
7.91
10.00
10.00
5.96
1,000.00
60.00
8.39
1.76

$11,840 93

harm ss races
running rac s
Cow boy relay and

and Cigar Dealers

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Co

Proprietors.

117

l)

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Tucker

$4,820.41

THE PESKY BEGGAR LOUSE"

DE-

FALL CLIP OF WOOL
representing
Vandewart,
Brown & Adams, wool bny'exs of Boston, who has Just returned from southo
ern Arizona, where he purchased
pounds of wool of fall clipping.
says that this year's fall clip Is not of
an extra fine quality In any. part of
the country, but the southern Arizona
wool averages finer than that of New
Mexico.
The reason for this difference, Mr. Vamlewart says, Is the past
wet season, which has produced a
large amount of weed seed known as
"beggar lice." These little pests grew
prolifically this year. In New Mexico,
and the wool of many of the New
Mexico herds Is full of them. The
presence of them depreciates the
vaJue of wool materially. They are so
small as to bo h'ardly visible to the
rye before scouring, but after the wool
in scoured It shows up specky.
In the grease, Mr. Vandewait says,
the fall clip Is bringing from 15c to
16'c, and after scouring, the top
Bhort Is worth from 55c to 58c, second
short from 50c to 5.1c, and low short
from 4 5c to 4(ic.

WE

GRIND

OUR

OWN

LENSES

,

0

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by as.

2

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
IIS Qotd Ave.

200,-(Mi-

i

8

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners,

4

0OeOsKeKr5sOeKDC
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work. Try it and see bow durable It Is.
Notice how long It keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

CO.

"Red Wagons"

00000-e-

0

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

.2. 3o
3 .5 .00

m.

EllPaso and Southwestern System

II. VIC.

.VI

disburse!

Total
lie-.- .

4'l.nn
12.50

.V '.
Thr.--

(

11

n,. s

N.i- le l.l by Si
v. .1 h int. r. si
In Id b
l,a,o of I om- w it h III!!'. SI
la id b; Muyn. d Guli- -

iMiik,

6 23

111.

with inl.-l- sl
dole held h A. H. McGalTey,
Int. re--1
me in.ie h, Id I,, 31. Nash, with
interest
nei. b. Id b; Moriiin,,' j.iiir- -

(

24o.no
I

nal. w it
.lie llote
o

A

I"
20.

v

50

')

,

w it ll

15. on

65

le

,

inti

li

IC--

I

for
lit was

1.
IO
;,

n

616.

turu.d

2,704

to treasurer

1.

7.70
I

let

10.

.

'.

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

-'

o::

iblllitte.,

ally

K. sp.

6'-

92 9il
$ 2,611

!'

assimilated.
Lean, thin, ttrinrry r"p' Jo hot have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and sol
enough Pancreatine.

I7.04

41.00
7.

s;'i. 1. ::!
S IT. t n

Kodol
Dyspepsia

WIDE

Pining Cars

Cure

sontains all the digestive juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and ia
exactly those proportions necessary to
New York,
enable the stomach and digestive organt
meiding of the execii'ite committee to digest and assimilate all foods that may
of the American Canne association be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
21.06 opciii',1 lii'ie tliis morning at the Hotel d gestant, but it le a reconstructive, tie-sbuilding tonio as wt!l. Kodol cures
o..iti St. Denis.
from the
five divisions, the Atlantic, Centra!, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
5.52
Kastern, Northern and Western, were Heartburn, Palpitation cf the fleart and
20
You will like it
11.26 in attendance. The meeting will ratify Constipation.
the work of the officers nnil commit-to3ll. 'W
s of the past y av. will select a
) cunip site and lix (he date for the enRest the stomach, rebuilds the
t next yoji' and win tran354.75 campment
tssuet and gives firm Aesh.

meals a la carte.

(1ARNKTT

HAS FIVE DIVISIONS.
Oct.
It The annual

0

0
0
0

WITHOUT CHANQE.

The shortest, quickest and !ost line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and tlm I'aciMc Coast.

THE CANOE ASSOCIATION

0

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH

9.00
.Mo

0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

If you arc too fat it it bacaus your food
turnt to fat Instead of muscle strtngth.
If you are too loan the fat producing foodi
that you eat art not properly d. jested and

4::o.7

'i't Itublc
w hi. 11
$

It

Hetween

Dyspeptics

Im;

id...:

III,'

".Vi.ijo

'::

n

lue
iall,

3').0n

.... s

'

01:1

Rock Island System

Two

PAID ItV l:.f. SECKETARY 1"
NT iF I d.l'li IT lli'd FA It

CASH

0

0

115.

fill

.Illicit

I

0
0

6.

rac.

einled

..

list

4.50

IN or

H.'.lll RSE.M K.VI'S.

Purses,
Purses
n h. r

Wholesale

.$l2.!i;..nu

eiplS

Total r

3. 3

EAKIN,

15.00
21.00

Total

Aaron

&.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

PRECIATES

3.76

0

4slCe44sot)04S

The Williams Dttig

llitl.SO

10

DENVER, COLORADO

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and 0. F. C. Whiskies. Moet Jb
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatlo Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

50.(0
25.00

Nash
Horse Review
Western Fnlon Telegraph Co.
Charles Tamme
la I.uz
Springer Stockmnn
Roswell Register
Actual Settler
Socorro County Prospector ..
i. (Heckler

Bolthoff Mfg. and Snpply Co.

Seventeenth Street,

9

MELIN I

111.011

M.

&

0C OtO0OeOO4Of0

15.00
10.00

Harry Johnson

Hendrie

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices jewelers cannot buy nt wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
Tha Man YoirCan Trust
11 S!) Railroad avenue, next door to the St. EH mo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

10.110

375.00
15.00

Farr

YEARS

4OeC04eOsOt4
C040400)
Unredeemed Diamonds

9.97
3.25

Co

FOR THIRTY

8TEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR GASOLINE.
write ue your conditions and we can supply your wants, Spe
ctal Hoist Catalogue on application.

H.00
,166.92
6 95

Albright nnd McMillln
D. II. Combs
J. A. Heal
E. Plckard
Whitney Company
Gross, Kelly & Co
B. Stern
Stanford Company
Morning Journnl
Whitehead ft Hong

G.

MACHINERY

5.()

17m IN
40. (W
50
S.

Times-Hustle-

2.00

HOISTING

3.26

Gra-nd-

200.00

0

350.1)0

1...
Sellers Printing C
Pino
V. L. Trimble
15.00 J. T. Johnson
lo.oo The Las Vegas Optic
10.00 T. Lucero
10.00 Harrison
Planting Co
10.00 M. Tierney
10.00 C. A. Hudson
5.00 J. S. Heaven
10.00 Farmlngton
Enterprise
1010 MeKinley County Republican
10.00 KHtancla
News
10.(1
r
...
Farniington
10.00 Santa Fe New Mexican
10.uO
Republican
Rio
6.00 Fred Parish
Ladles of the Maccabees
2.00 J .Corbet t
S.on Charles Coe
6.00 President
nnd Secretary
5.00 B. llfeld & Co
5. no
& Co
Rlelly
O
J. II.
6.00 (lakev Clifford
750.00 W. 11. Hahn
500.OO
M. Gutierrez
250.00 J. G. Warren
100.00 K. W. Fee
,
II. S. Kntght
25.00 E. D. Johnson
Wm.

61

7.M
4.50
5.00
lo.oo
6.75
27.KI

fair

:(.ii

5.i8)
6.110

J. I'ost

K.

(l. A. Matson

RECEIPTS.
.$ 0.!io.no
Subscriptions
.
4.'.'xi..iu
Gal.' and grand stand
races
fees,
harness
Entrance
( 'oiicessions
and privileges ..
Montezuma ball
Turn,
uv.r from ; reasui r, l:r!

3.75
3.75
3.00
4.50

56

Armijo
R. Garcia
60.00 C. Ward
Charles Closson
5.40 Stacy & Co
C. Haldrldge
J.
7.84
II. K. Whiting
2.20 A. Fnber
N. Chaves
31.50 A. Caiidelarla
Star Hay & Grain Co
13 25
Mrs. McXnsanr
Alvarado Hotel
16.00 J. L. Hell
Albuq. Transfer Co
5. 30
Columbus Hotel
lo.no La Bandera Americana
15.00 Albuquerque Indian

12.00
140.00
60.00

3,n,i

V.

RECAPITULATION

(10

:S.55
55.20

'

James Tierney
Sierra Republican
San Juan Index
Silver City Independent
Raton Range
Sliver City Enterprise
J. J. llagerman

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

I

50

1

A. J. Malov
W. L. Thorp

14.00

Joe

54 22

Italian Hand
The Economist
Industrial Advertiser
The Evening Citizen
tlrunsfeld Bros
L. G. Rosenfield
James GofT

C.75

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

M.I"
s.tfi

J. Horrodalle
W. II. Springer

30.23

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

20.12

G. P. Brown,
Dr. Peine

45.65

Rambs for labor
Albright nnd McMillln, bureau of
20.00
information
2.40 Albuquerque
Transfer Co., tak
ing down street decorations
25.00 John A. Haley, freight on exhib
I.60
its from Tuciimcnrl
Wm. Farr. ten pnils for red fire.
2.00 Mike Mnndell, shirt
and hats for
cowboys
1.35 II. R. Whiting, watchman, exhi
bition hall
20.00
J. C. Bell & Co., piping water to
soldiers' camp
3.10 K. M.
McBrnin Fur. Co., rent of
plates for fruit exhibits
35.51 Farmlngton
Fnterprlse, nd
Las Vegns Optic, ad
16.17
Rio Grnnde Republican, ad
5.00
Silver City Enterprise, ad
Socorro County Publishing Co.,
6.00
sd
New
Mexican Publishing Co.. ad
70.00
Raton Range, ad
Settler, nd
Actual
26.00 Deming Headlight, nd
Farmlngton Tim l lustier, nd...
14.00 Silver City Independent,
nd
Albu. Indian. July ad
1.50
Roswell Register, nd
x
Estanota News, ad
4.50 San
Juan County Index, ad
Springer Stoekman. ad
9.00 MeKinley County Republican, ad
Socorro County Advocate, nd ....
12.50
La Bnndira Americana, ad
Spnnlsh
I. n Handera Americana,
35.00
slips
Advertiser,
nd
6.S5 Industrial
New Mexico Medical Journal, ad
Albuq. fndlan. August ad
9.00
La l.tiz, ad
Albuq.
Indian. September nd
67.05
Las Vegas base ball team
5.00
Clifton base ball team
El 1'iso base ball team
29.50
Frank A. Stortz. clerk
D. E. Phillips, music Montezuma
50.00
hall
Wetherlll, account of InJohn
50.00
dians In full
3.00
R. Coleman, footmen MonteJ.
6.00
zuma ball
E. Dana Johnson, design program
60.i)0
Montezuma ball
165.00
Alvarado Hotel, account of Monball
tezuma
6.00 Miss Lou Hughes, stenographer.
2.75 Mrs. 1). M.
McNassar, stenogra500.00
pher
1.
10.00 II. S. Knight, salary account of
advertising
1.00
J. A. Skinner, provisions for cow
boys
for cowboys' stoek ordered
81.75 Grain G. M.
by
Hacus
25.00
Grain for cowboys' stock ordered
by G. M. Baicus
6.00
San Jose Market, provisions for
cowboys
2.00 Wood
for cowboys
8.00
Hotel, room and board
Vendome
75.00
y
for mounted police
550.00
1. B. Payne,
for cleunlng
10.00
grounds
fair
10.00
12.00 Red fire
Clifford, hacks
12.00 oakry
Club, hack for queen
12.00 London
11.
W.
Hahn & Co., lime for
2.00
whitewash
carpet for MonteKaber,
4.00 Albert
zuma ball
M.OO
Albuq. Lumber Co., lumber for
10.00
shelving counters In exhibition
10.00
hall and fences (stock)
1.00
A.,
T. & S. F. R. R. Co.. fares for
21.00
sixty soldiers at $4.4 i. h
K. B. Plckard. salary superinten
15 00
dent base ball and work on
1.00
grounds
Armijo, gaming license.
21.00 Perfeeto
parasol for
B. llfeld, decorations
queen
18.00
Southwestern Brewery A Ice Co.,
refreshments for soldiers
21.00
Tom Crawford, account cowboys
Ac Co..
signs and canvass..
Staev
15.00
Salary, president and secretary..
W, L. Trimble & Co., credit on
13.00
note 1"4 fair
Ualdridge, lumber for sol21.00 J. C.
diers
11.
Rellly & Co
o
18.00 J.
30.00
17.50

Wholesale Gtocets

55.00
10.00

Albuquerque Lumber company
J. Cornetto
M. Mandell
London Club
1..
Martinez
San Jose Market
J. A. Skinner
Miss Hughes
Postal Telegraph
J. A. llalev
H. Payne

27.00

R

I. B. Payne,

.

I

.

grand

75.00
10.00

15.in

.

Kac--

Griffith

I!

.$

carpenter

Urown,

P.

D. M. Combs, base ball umpire .
Columbus Hotel, room for Weth- -

A.-

$

Hollldell

l

Q.

one-hal-

S.'.."i

.$

Eighth Mile Iiash- W
II. Sparks
Mile Dash Chas. Coe

2.000

6.30
60.00

ihpuly sheriff ....
First P.eglliielit mini, three days

music
f
Italian I. and. three a nd
days music
per
gate
grand
ke.
I..
Brings,
I!
stand
S F. It. It. 'o five cars
A.. T.
for soldi. s from W innate
A
T. A. S F. It I! Co freight
S outfit
on
o., fr. Ighi
A.. T A: S F. K. K.
on Haan coal
J. Hoi.
ac t. .it fair base
hall subscription
Albuquerque Traction Co, accl,
.'J
ks St reel ear t il k. IS
J. H. Downey, l.ght at solders'
eanqi
W. !'.s. I'a:i;o Co., express fruit
fiSill Capltali
J. .. Ticrnev. putting up l.nis
f.r n.lians
Charles Taliune, hill poMllig I. as
Vegas
John S licit ell, wood lor soMl. i s
and st r.
p.
1.1.
W. I.. 'I'll .11
for Indian
s ...
h .1
'
W . 1. 11.
r
Tel. graph

--

C
A.

2255

er

I

HO

2110

15.00

twenty-fiftannual territorial fair,
owing tn a lack of space, the findings
of the committer as to whom accounts
were yet due were not published, and
17s.is even
the secretary s report does not
ITS.
show this, its he has not segregated
131.10
paid
those
from those not pnld. tin this
1.25
subject the special committee presents
the following Itemized statement, showing the amounts due miscellaneous firms
and persons:
We find thaf 4. 820.41 Is still due mls- 3n on
llaneous firms nnd persons us follows:
3.26
7.00
J. H. Downey
1..
7o.(i
A. Mi Itae
40 ox

.

23.00

I'liUliii)..
F. Alinijo.

Co.,

l

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

In yesterday s report of the Investigating nnd auditing
of the
committee

31.20
3.76

flags and horse blankets.
Second lot
SIS W. 1, Trimble, tenm for fire le- 6"0
nrtmcnt. five nights
3
Economist, ribbon, etc.
H. Stern, muslin for exhibition
10 no
hall
6S.25 Gross, Kellv A: Co.. expense ac
count of wool exhibit
5 42
eo. M. Haccus, work at soldiers'
S.60
catnp
O. A
Matson At Co.. base balls
89.00
$,:.im. and stationery, $14..;
Springer Transfer Co., cartage ..
29 13 Ceo. M. Hacciin,
hiv. Indians. $J;
5.00
soldiers. $(S. 00
contract
Co.,
Albu.
Transfer
75.50
working track nnd hnll grounds
Whitney Co., supplies and re
75.00
pairs nnd plumbing, nt fair
6.00
grounds
K. J. I'ost & Co., rope for street.
17.10
cowbovs, etc
expense act.
John Borradalle,
25.00
of parade
Albu. Transfer Co., cartage for
37.46
cowboys and soldiers
Pcott Knight, ncct. of adv
2.10 Mr. Gamhall, base ball umpire..
Dr. J. F. Pearce. professional
75.00
service three Indians
J. A. Heal, otlleial base ball scor

etables
J. Mont Itaro, roping stceet
A
Trunda. roping street
P. Gareia, roping street
W". I'ania.
ropinii street
I'M Chaves, roping street
K. Grand.-rolling street .
J Tierney. roping sired
M. Mci lirinls. roping sir t
Romero, roping street
roping street
.d,- ontiis. roping street
Mei;innis.
street
1..
Dodsoii
eyele r.iees
H. ii. nier. gate ko nr
Gol.l. n Hole Dry Goods Co.. :M
yards bunting street decorating
M
Gor.ia, cook, chuck wagon,
D.

'i

!

Total

W. II.

Stanford-Cornwal-

6. 00

.

-

9.08

journal, printing
Sellers Printing Co., printing ...
I. T Johns, toping banners

?

SPECIAL COMMITTEE

9 50

Mon, inn

ro-i-

ill Mile Dash

nie-l- l

5

6.00

.

5.., on
25. '"I

.$

.

(ni

2.75
Mis

SEVEN.

PAGE

OTHER STATISTICS FROM

Hurry T. Johnson, live keys for
grand stand boxes
6 is T A. Lucero, signs bureau of
5.00
and stoek show
l'l. on Is. llfeld At Co., muslin for exhilli hi
bition hall
5 '"I
nnsield Bros., bunting gran.i
10.00
and
hall
(and.
exhibition
treets
J.on Whit, head
Hong Co.. badges..
.20 I"lie iipttc Co.. sub
13.n0 Citizen pub. Co., printing
6

,

83.00

.$

Mile Dash- -

.l.mies Wade
A.

-

Gritfilh

I:

I

lash-

.$

Ch.is. Coe
Jin.eS Wade
A.

I

-

nl

Il. iirv Kr.iliill It
11. Hlu. h. r
It. 11. Mitiliner
1.. 1'earre
I'ort. rfii Id A: Co
li. J Kunkin
Harry F. Lee
T. A. Insley
M. Million
W. I
J. Staab
Thomas N. Wilkcrsoii
.

'.

3)0.00

Bom- -

Total

W

I'.rn.ks

ating streets
11. Payne, account white washing fair grounds building
Wells, Fargo At Co., express for
Roswell fruit exhibit
American Trotting Assn., membership fee
Wells. Fargo Co., C. O. D.,
charges two megaphones
Hean Ai lleatherton, decorating
streets and hall
II. It. Whiting, to pay labor on
I.

M.ilO
10,'K)
l i 00

.lolui W.therill ..
Tod KoiiIm

Moi-r.-

II

street banners

Lnhor decorating band stand and
grand stand
Wells, Fargo Co., express on
badges
II. 8. Knight, cash to men decor-

IO.'jO

Cowboy Race
I'at Noun

I. ui.ro

B

.

Montezuma

...

Moiiiyoniery
Smii'ier
1..
iluynii
li.
I.. 11 t'H:illll"Tllll
V.
N. M belli
It 1.. Woolel,
M. S"loni ii

A.
A,

mers

Total
Ladles'

Mi

V.
K. J
A.
A

s

l'l. 00

50

7.00

singer

I".1)

an
oruu

,

627.

Franklin

U

lo.oo

lor.

iilli.-

17.50
17.50
17.50

Wire Jewelry, A. K. Dennis
Novelty shooting gallery, M. Tho
mas
Jewelry spindle, 1'erfecto baiazar
Jewelry spindle, D. Halusueli ...
IVoIs, fair grounds, T. C. Lynch..
Lemonade stand, street. A. Kis

Total

I. l.a 1 ni re
W. K. 1'ame
Geolge F. Albright
Household I.e. in Co

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

$

iine-l'onrl- h

1.1.

work In exhibition
hall., Major Whiting, Supt
S.
V.
Slrlckler, account tele
gram to Gen. Chaffee
Albuq. Transfer Co., freight on
red fire
Springer Transfer Co., freight on
red fire
Stamps
B.
Payne,
R.
labor on lair
grounds
11. S. Lutz. two tickets to J. J.
Jeffries
sign painting.
T.
l.ucero,
A.

$100.00

Total

.!)

10.'

tickets
Carpenter

15.00
15.00
15.00

CONCKSSIONS AND PK1VILKGF.3.
$ 25.00
Palmistry, Madam Ililman
25.00
Novelties, fair grounds, G. Muize
20.00
board,
Wilson
Knirt
Ira
Novelties on streets. F. M. Chil- 25.00
son
20.0O
Toy baloon, F. M. Chllson
50.00
M. C. Shandall.
125.10
Progrmn. S. S. Pearlsteln
lo.W
Miniature photos, C. G. Morgan..
25.ii.
Shooting gallery. P. Hawley
5.0)
Cushions, McMillln & Albright....
l'niwn .Mirk and TurMsh goods.
10 CO
W ade Konak
Hnmbarg
lunch on street, A;

rs

J

12.50
12.60
12.50

$.:on.oo

J. Shinick
Charles Cue
F. It. Glrardln
l'ace, Purse
Jake Levy
C, Closson
F. R. Glrardln
Chits. Coe
2:lli Trot. Purse $;i50.0O
J. F. Pearce
Kmil Mann
It. II. Urecnleaf

-

in.

Co

niribar A: t'o
Newcomer

ii I'.i
'h u

.1.

l.i.UO
15.0.1

10.W
lii.H0
10.00

liiirkh.irt

Mrs.

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
la.vO
15.00
li.OO
15.00
15.00
15.00

10.00

.'.
John llait
Tho .MeHr.iin Furniture Co. ...
i; I.. Brooks
V. ri. l ull, rlou

S.

IV U)

10.110
10.O0

uiio iMerkinann
K.

25.00
23.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15. 10
15.00

10

Swll.t--

C.

25.IJ

l.i.iin
pi. ml
10.00
10.00

Ste-eh-

H.

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

Pe

Stamps
Co., express on
Wells. Fn: 1.0
flogs a:. horse blankets
John W ei eiill, material lor ln- i.lan Co; mines
Expenses secretary's trip to Na
and return ...
,.vajoM. reservation
Deltclbach,
bill posting
Santa Fe
11. S. Knight,
account of adv.
expense
E. B. Plckard. account of base
ball trip to Kl Paso
Expense band account of Santa
re excursion
Claire hotel, meals for band ....
Miss Lou Hughes, stenographer.
11.
S. Knight, account advertis
ing expense
Stamps
Mrs. D. M. McNassnr, stenogra
pher
G. 1). Berlnger, bill posting
11. 8. Knight, a. count of adver
tising expense
Will Holland, labor
Mrs. E. M. Dunning, cutting
street decorations
Wells. Fargo Co., express on fair
.

T.

Spindle wheel, Jose Vigil
25.(0 Confetti, (J. A. Matson A Co
costumes, Mrs.
25.00 Masquerade

TS

N.

20.00
ai.cO
20.00

25.00

10.00

W. G. Mearns
Sam Kee
Ouillion & Walsh
P. J. Hawley
Harry T. Johnson
George Schneider
San Jose Kestaurant
Nestor Monioya
J. J. Sheridan
Thelin Bros
T. l.ucero
W. Y. Walton
Allen 11. Waas
W . G. Shmlriirk
Moon & Keleher
Kok'

Free-for-A- ll

25.01)

10. 00

I. H. Cams
Julius Kraft

II

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

10.00
10.00
1'i.uo
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

F. H. Strong
M. F. Meyers
Felix Haca
M. A. Koss
A. V. Tegner
Thomas Keleher

11.

Trot, Purse JIU0.OD
J. F. l'earce
Kmil Mann
It, II. Urecnleaf
t
Colts' Kaee, Purse $250.00
F. It. Glrardln
T. J. Shlnick
J. Anderson
Three Minute Trot or l'ace.

25.0(1

&

50.00
50.00
50.00
60.00

Free-for-A- ll

:s5.oo

F. V. Clancy
J. A. HubbH
& Co
J. Korbi-Albuquerque Lumber Co
San Jose Market
Wells, Fargo Kx press Co
Henham Indian Trading Co. ...
K. Massey & Co
W. H. Hahn & Co

II.OOO.OO

Cole

Purse

6.(i0

25.00

.,.

Charles

I

25.U0

Jfen AH Lounsbery
T. S. Hubbell
Brown & Adams
WhitHon Music Co
1. Mctiillivray
O. K. Cromwell
W. E. Veal
Eslnvio Vigil
H. F. Kavnolds
Hugh J. Trotter

Gr.eiileaf
ine, Purse
Jake lavy
C. CMosson
F. It. Glrardln
:':1l l

2,000

pole flags nnd horse covers....
II. S. Knight, advertising cx- -

.50

17.50
li.M)
li.&U

11.

K.

fiu.mi
o .WJ
5.1.(10
6U.00

25.00

Fruit

W.

75.no
tiu.iO

50.00

Co

t

Kmil Mann
H. I'.lueher

7 fi.tii

Bii.oO

c

C.

)'n

Co.,

taiilord-Cornwii-

i

50.00
60.00
50.00
50.00

Springer Transfer Co
M. Nash
Standard Lumber Co
Klrater llroa
A. VV. Anson
F. (5. I'rntO& Co
The Monnreh (iroeery Co
Albui)uer(iue Hardware Co
.
Severo Sanehez
Star Hay Ik Grain Co
Wallace Hesaeldeii
lii'i). 1'. l,earnard

K.
W. 1'.

ii"

60.U0

The Imperial Laundry Co
W. 1.. Trimble & Co
Solomon Luna
J. 11. O Ki llly & Co
J .11. O Kii lly & Co
W. S. Hopewell
Montezuma Tnmt Co
Albert Kaber
Welller & Benjamin
O. W. Strong a Sons
Meltnl t Kukin
Wm. Farr
Albuu. Wool Seourlng Mill

A.

..

t

.,

tSriinsfi'M HroR
Co
K. J. Tost
Journnl
Mornin
Whitney Company
Wm. Mcintosh
C. W. Kuril
Southwestern Hrewery & Ice Co.
Hothi rbiirf? & Sohlosa Cigar Co.
Kconomiat
Blinon Stern

liittner-Stam-

ur

.

Co

H. K. Fox
Co
O. A. Matson
Co
K. Mevers
J. C. Ualdridge
Sidney Koaeiiwald
U M. Fee
L. Kempenleh
Leon 11. Stern
W. W. Strong
J. F. I.uthy
H. 11. liritrgs & Co
B. Ruppe
,. W. Ualles
8. K. Newcomer

..

Sl'JUf ....

eV

'
...
;ATF AM) GRANDSTAND KKCKIPTS
...
y, Seiitemher IN ....
2Mi. IU
,.. 2.'.". .Hi
t (jeti.3a
September 19
;5.i.uu
s.lay. Septeiiilier 20
7"Xl0
... Itii.w ...
1.9
... l.'.O.iHI Tliursilay, S ptember22 21 ..
4"5 45
... iro.iio Friday, September
ai2. w
... I"".'" Saturday. September 24 2J ...
5.u0
Sunday,
September
Hi"."')
...
. .
i,
J4,2!(i.25
Total
... in"
...
Fj:F.S IN HOUSE KACE3
... 1 W.O' KNTKANCK
. ..
lll.'l 2:!o Tmt, Purse $350.00

CooiIh Co

:

i

H. Hoolll
'!' nni l A: Bro.

KeOeiptJ.
..$ J..'...ll

.

V. Co

li''

Hi

iol.lin Itule

UrosH,

Stamps
Rubber stamp
6.00 Stamps, letters to stockmen and
sheep men
5.00
6.00 Miss Lou Hughes, stenographer.
b.D State National Bank, blank book
cheeks
6.00
5.00 Mltchner & Co., mailing tubes ..
6.00 Wolf At Co.. cowboy girl lithographs
6.00
Wells. Fargo Kxpress Co.,
on posters
o.()
Stamps

Pitt Koss
A. J. Kkhards ..
ft. Cristy

5no letter heads
nd en- VPliq.es
The Bill Board, subscription
Tablet nnd Ticket Co., stickers..
Stamps
Stamps
Hill Bonrd, advertisement
Stamps
Stamps, wool elreulars
Advertisement spring race program
Ticket and Tnhht Co.. stickers..
Donaldson Lith. Co., Ltth
Express
Express, newspaper cuts
Stamps
Stamp, horsemen letters
Stamps
Spriimer Transfer Co., freight on

Citizen,

EXPENDITURES

AND

EVENING CITIZEN

KINO,
flen. Agt.

STILES,
Gen. I'assenger Agt.
V. R.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

0
0
0

0

ue

Ki'im-seiituiivv-

1

i

sact other Important business.
the visiting delegates will bo ttio
guests of ttie inemlieis of the Atlantic
division at a banquet.

Ditfests

What You Eat

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

To-nig-

2.C8

21.50

tal!w belli buld. a
M th.

II BM M
Wlftl, or

HDt

!..

or.lorr.tS

0

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS

ALUUOUEHOUK KVKNING CITIZEN.

PAGE EIGHT.
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1
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1

3

1905.

and

PIORSOXAh
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14,

admissions CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
upon alleged
entirely
and specBONDS.
made bv him to detectivescompany
at
ial officers of the railway
The counly commissioners of the
the time of his anesi. I'pon a search
quantity county of Bernalillo, In the territory
h""
of the defendaiu
exercise of the
QuCStion-Wh- en
of the proper! allied to have been of New Mexico, In the hereby
give noby law,
stolen was round Nuanes claims that option given funding
July
bonds dated
that the
this propertv belonged ' OIie Junto tice
known
Mares, who is new mtxUik a term In 1, 189G, Issued in two series,
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
consisting
respectively,
A
and H,
the penitentiary. Mares p.ead guilty as
court to stealing of 102 bonds of $300 each, numbered
Fair tonight and Sunday, except at a former t rm of'I to
have been sto- 1 to 102 both inclusive, of series A,
property n
rain In the northeast portion tonight. the
and 1.11 bonds of $100 each, numbered
len by Nuane.
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
mornstand
this
en
I
the
Nuanes
was
I.
Is
Unas,
Hiinlnir,
"S
of
Louis
ninny related that which are payable at the option of
transacting business In the city to- ing and In hi
he v,us taken in chartre by the rail- said commissioners ten years after
day.
Is
sum ?
and taken from the date thereof, must be presented
William Mcintosh Is In the city way special idlicito rsanother
payment at tho Chemical National
for
quesand
one
'place
first
from his sheep ranches In the Chlllll
or at
tioned, talked to, eie.. in an nttempt bank In the city of New York,
country.
to get him to confe-- s that ho had the office of N. W. Harris & company,
Assessor Oeorgi' F. Albright Is stolen the property. His testimony In the city of Chicago, 111., on or bespending a few days hunting In the was somewhat h. national and If true fore tho 15th day of November, 195,
Samlia. mountains.
puts the railway oificers in rather land that interest thereon will cease
George 11. llacireit. of the T'nlted a bad light as to their methods of se- after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNPFEID.
States Indian school :it Santa Fe. was curing evidence en which to send alChairman.
lowed wrongdoii g employes to the penan Albuquerque visitor today.
COMPLETE STOCKS
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
itentiary.
A. H. M ia (Toy, of the
Nuanet Found Not Guilty.
company, returned last night
On your way hoiue Saturday night,
NEWEST GOODS
At 3::!D o'clock this afternoon the
from a flying t ri p to Tlioreau.
drop into the Zeiger Cafe, have a cold
a verdict finding I'luJury
returned
W. II. Deaifityne, representing the tarco Nuanes not guilty of larceny as bottle, some of our free lunch, and go
CORRECT STYLES
Peters Paper company, of Denver, Is charged In the indictment. Attorney home happy.
o
In the city for a few days on one of
V. C. Hene.oek conducted the defense
New Tailor Shop.
his periodical trips.
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION
rind the veidict is quite a victory for
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
mer-eliapostmaster
II. II. Spencer,
and
him.
on
North
hop
a
tailor
reopened
has
at Kastvlew, N. M., Is In the
LOWEST PRICES
First street, where he Is ready to
city wini his family, transacting busipress and repair ladles' and
clean,
WORSHIP
TO
WHERE
ness and visiting friends.
gents' clothing. Suits made to order,
i'ltronage of former customers
Joshua Haynolds. president of the
Albuquerque, Las Veens and El Paso
Lutheran Church Sunday school at
First National hanks, is In tne city H:30 a. m.; service In German at 11
Every woman wants a fine evening
a. m.; business meeting of congregafrom his home In Las Vegas.
always been
Mrs. Millio lIollingRworth, of the In- tion and ladies' society at 11:43 a. m. coat, but the price has
Evening service, in KnglUh, at 7:30 too hlph for the greater majority. Not
dian school, left this morning for
so now, for If you will attend the sale
Kan., In response to a telegram p. in. G. Wenning, pastor.
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
announcing sickness in the family.
CO1
First Methodist Episcopal Church-Sun- day Goods company, you will find them
Art leather skins in all colors, for
at !:45 a. m.; preacning piced within the reach of all. See
burning and fancy work can now be service school
by window display.
11 a. m., with sermon
had at the "Hie Indian Store," corner Rev. J. at
o
Epworth league at
G. RuolT.
of Railroad avenue and First street.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
ti:30 p. in. Evening service at 7 : 30
J. K. Allen, superintendent of the p. m.
Albuquerque Indian school, wa-- a passenger for Algodoncs this morning. lie
First Presbyterian Church (Elks
expect 3 to return to the city tonight. Opera
House.) Rev. Hugh A. Cooper,
Mr. Robert Dross, the expert ac- pastor. Services at 11 a. ni. and 7:30
countant, has moved his location fiom p. m. In the morning the pastor will
South Second street to the of- preach a sermon on "The Gambling
1
fice of W. P. Metcalf. corner of Cold Peril." Officers and citizens who do
avenue and Fourth street.
not attend other churches are Invited
S
Mrs. Matthew Ridley and daughter, to this service. The Sunday school
Peoples'
Young
a.
m.;
meets
at 9:4a
Miss Fern, returned last night from
an extended visit with relatives
at Society at C:30 p. ni.
Long Beach, Cal. They report havCongregational Church (On Broading enjoyed their tilp very much.
way, at the end of the viaduct) J. V.
The ladies of the German Franen-vereiservice at 11
are requested to meet with the Barron, pastor. Morning
Topic of sermon, "Christ, the
voting members of the Lutheran o'clock.
I adder
Miss Viola J.
Heavenward."
church Immediately after the regular
Sunday
Kremer will sing a solo.
Gooda
Call
morning service Sunday morning.
10 a. m.; Y. V. S. C. K. nt
school
Frank H. Cllne returned this morn-in- s 6:30 p. at
in
m., led by Mr. Clyde Hopping.
from a .pleasure trip to Los An- Evening service at 7:30. The pastor
geles, Cal. Ho was accompanied home will
speak on "The Secret of Walking
by his niece. Miss lva McReynolds,
With God." Music by a chorus choir.
who expects to spend several months A cordial Invitation given to all.
In this city.
Strange; s Invited to worship with us.
S. L. Hean,
formerly master meBaptist Church Sunday school at
chanic at the local shops, and now 9:50 a. in. I'reachiug by the pastor at
on
supei intendent of machinery
the II a. m. and. 7:30 p. m. Young PeoSanta Fe coast lines, Is in the city ples' meeting at 6:45 p. m.
meeting many old friends. Mrs. Bean
Hose,
accompanies him.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
The president of the Ladies' Whist
Boilers,
Belting,
Rabbi Kaplan haa been asked to
Club wiajes to announce to the mem- start the lecture courses
Tuesday,
Supplies. Write for Prices
bers that there will be an Important October 17 instead of Monday, Octobusiness meeting of the club at 2 ber 16 as heretofore announced. Those
o'clock sharp, at the Women's Club wishing to Join any of the following
rooms, in the Commercial Club build- courses will please meet in the vesing, Monday afternoon.
try rooms of Temple Albert, coiner
About thirty boy and girl friends of Seventh street and Gold avenue, at 8
Master Harold Sellers are assisting o'clock Tuesday evening. The courses
11
II
him in celebrating his eleventh birth- are free to everybody.
day, at his home on Tijeras avenue,
1. Selection from Emerson.
2, (a) Religion of Israel to tbe Exile,
today. Games and refreshments are
1
17 South Fiist Street J 401403 North Ffctt Strtct
featuies offered the litue ones for (b) Jewish Religious Life After the
entertainment.
Exile.
These are critical works, and will
Mr. Alvln Wyckoff's wonderful act
ing in the character of Joe Morgan, Is be enjoyed hy students who wish to
startling in the extreme. The won work along the line of higher Bibical
derful force with which be portrays criticism.
3. Outlines of Jewish History, from
the drunkard is beyond words to de
AFTER DINNER
scribe. At the Elks' opera house on the Babylonian Exile to the Present
Thursday, October 19. Reserved seats Time. This will be easy work.
A
Or
meals, any time, In
between
Lunch
Order
Short
ntv
Tf
4. Class In Hebrew.
Work to be
are now on sale.
fact, one of our "La Plata EaRoom in theCity. Fine Coffee
etu
of
ability
to
arranged
according
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Levy entertained
gles" is a delightful smoke. They
aSpeculty. 2g
(.
a house party Thursday evening at dents.
mi
have a delicious flavor, and are
any
one
or
of
Study
"Jeremiah,"
5.
their home on North Fifth street, in
good clear through, from end to
prophets
Prof.
in
Biblical
of
the
other
honor of their aunt, who has been vis
end. They please the most crititing them the past three months. She Moulton's ..lOdern Reader's Bible."
ical smoker. This is only one
leaves shortly for New York city. It
of the many good things Id our
serve
one
V v
WAll:ii;i.iiiiiiiiiinii
will
hotel
l
B
Columbus
The
was a surprise on Mrs. Gold and was
stock of choice cigars. We menHOME MADE PICCALILLI
of its special Sunday dinners tomorcertainly an enjoyable affair.
tion a few others to show you
AND
row, and the bill Is replete with everyour values:
47
47
SARATOGA CHIPS,
thing that goes to make a good
25o
Don Florlo, 3 for
CLAIMED DEFECTIVES CON'- 4
V
AT
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
V
47
CAFE.
ZEIGER'S
SPIKED AGAINST PIM
So
High Life
Roast chicken with sweet potatoes, 47
Dependable, 5c Little 8ulUno,6o
and homemade chill sauce with roast
TRIAL OF PLUTARCO NUANES pork, are among the tempting dishes
M. EUmHOFF. TiiMtgg
REPAIR SHOP.
on the Sunday dinner menu at the CoBRINGS OUT SOME SENSATIONAve.
IIS Wtst Radroa
lt7 Stulh 5cnd St.
AL TESTIMONY..
Stoves repaired and set up; furni- 3
lumbus hotel tomorrow.
ture set up and crated for shipment.
The greater portion of today the
Rear of Walton's drug store.
Opened
L. H. SHOEMAKER,
district court was occupied with the NEW ROOMING AND
o
trial of the case of the territory vs.
BOARDING HOUSE.
I'lutarco Nuanes, charged with stealNice,
See the window display of the Rio
Your patronage solicited.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE NEWS
a
ing some tools from the Atchison,
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
clean rooms.
& Santa Fe Railway company.
store, then ask for thoBe 13.50 walk- 0
VIRGINIA MAESTAS.
Nuanes up to two years ago was in
623 South First street. ing skirts.
the employ of the railway company
and had been for ten or twelve years
V
previous to that time. He had adS
S
V V? V V V V V
V S
V
vanced from a minor position to that
of foreman or boss of a gang of men
employed In the railway yards at the
local shops.
WM. M'INTOSH.
Proprietors
Whether or not Nuanes Is guilty of
CHAS. F. MYERS.
the crime charged seems to depend

JAJCAIj

I

OCT.

SATURDAY,

Every ralr guaranteed to give satisfaction in fit ami wear. Trices the
very lowest.
Men's Patent Colt Shoes,
Mrii's Viel Kill Shoes,

all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing
store are added together
What the

'

t

$3.50 to $4.00

Answer

$3.00 to $4.00

I

for

vSSnoes

Fall

siirad

Men's l!ox Calf Shoes,

$2.50 to $3.50

-Mon.s SntI- Calf Shoes,

HnraMn-Mc-Gaffe-

$1.65 to $2.25

Ladies' Patent Kid Shoes,

$3.50 to $4.00

Ladles' Viel Kid

Wiimtler

9ties,

$2.50 to $3.50

Ladies' Dongola Shoos,

$1.65 to $2.25

Shot's for Boys or Girls,

SIMON STERN

$1.00 to $2.25

Cha-tauqu-

ooooooooooooo
GETTING BREAKFAST
.,

i.5la
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With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assur-nnc-e
that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

- V, c v.
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.planar

PLUMBING

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

n

I The Triumph

of the Piano Maker

There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

f

But

GENUINE CHICKERING

THE
;

piano.

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

Thfl trtnmnhant roault rf nvar QO vaara nt annavnr la olmUtail
ha
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any ptano

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

could possess.

TIIK AVIIITSON MUSIC CO..
114
SOUTH SECOND OTREET.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

Steam Pumps,

Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

Sash, Doors,

LtmBei,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Glass,

WHITNEY. COMPANY

Cement and Rex Flintkote

-1

Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

MERCHANTS

Albuquerque, N. M.

C

F

NOV-EMBE- R

0
Q
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1

ANNOUNCEMENT

OCTOBER

1

TO NOVEMBER

WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAK- -

tH

Or FINE PORTRAITS.

oo

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY,

Mall order
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

I.EADINO

0
0,

00000000X0

vl SmtyJt

i

Clothes iJ
r...

ETC.
JEWELER

Darning stockings Is a waste of
time when you can buy new ones at
such low pi ices as we offer them.
"Black Cat" hosiery, for Men, Women
and Children, 12 Vic to 25c a pair at
C. May's shoo store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

oooi
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Now is the Time
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

The
PROTEK

HUT ULAST HEATERS.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

For everybody

who wants to make a

clean-cu-

t

stroke.

We carry many

Try a Wissi

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

QUICK MEAL.
t

Stein-Bloc-

$12.50

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
different sizes and styles to select from.

QUICK
QUICK

Collar,

Overcoats,

Meal, John
Home Base
The most com-

AT LOWEST PRICES.

which can be found only on
h
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

122 South
Second Street

O0OOOOOO4OO4X

To-pek-

Iiurners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters.
plete line in the city,

STEI N B LO C M jf

I

E. J. POST & CO.

When bceght right are a good investment. Our prices are right. We lnvltt
you to cuil and examine the beautiful diamond gooda we are offering; also

WATCHES,

ISllllI
vli

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY
1 THE
RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0

IO000000 0404JK004K4

to

$30

110 West
Gold Avenue

1 lull n

QUICK
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Agents for
Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Winchester

UKK

MEAL

No. 215 West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

